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Stadium Drive to be blocked for cars
pedestrian walkway to be extended
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Redesigned Baxter/Stadium Intersection
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i inai preparations are being made
for the latest alterations in the wind
ing maze known as UOP's traffic sys
tem.
Stadium Drive will be the latest
recipient of the red-painted, PVC pipe
posts (bollards) that have been seen
blossoming around campus. A paved
walkway is scheduled to extend across
Stadium Drive from Baxter Way to the
Long Theater parking lot.
Moveable barriers will be installed
on Stadium Drive to prevent motor
ists from driving from Pacific Avenue
straight through to Stagg Stadium.
The barriers will be removed during
major sporting events. The change
could take place over Christmas break
or in the summer.
"When you reduce traffic, then
you reduce crime," said Public Safety
Lieutenant Jerry Houston. He consid
ers crime to be just one of the factors
leading to the blockade.
"More importantly, you keep it as
University traffic only," he said.
The proposal for the Stadium
Drive/Baxter Way intersection
changes was initiated by President Bill
Atchley a few months ago. "I don't
think we've had a rise in crime. It was
to protect the campus even more so
for the future."
Atchley said he has planned for
several years to make Stadium Drive
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a one-way street from Kensington
Way to Larry Heller Drive/Rudkin
Way.
However, the Traffic and Parking
Committee felt it was important to
tie together the North and South
campuses and by putting in the bar
riers and walkway, pedestrians would
be protected.
Houston, chair of the committee,
said the panel's job was "to analyze
the best way to accomplish what we
need to do," while not creating a big
ger problem by doing it.
"A lot of people have questions,
but once they hear the rational, they
don't have any problems with it,"

Houston said. "It looks the nicest and
accomplishes what we want to do."
Houston said the committee has
tried "No through traffic" signs and
stop signs. The only other option is
speed bumps, which he said people
really don't like. So the committee
chose to work with Atchley's request
and, together, finalized the proposal
to close off the street.
The closure will be paved with a
tree in the center of the road and
shrubs on the side. According to Pub
lic Safety, only about six parking
spaces will be lost to accommodate a

See Extended Walkway page 2

Presidential search narrows the field
160 original applications reduced to 25 potential candidates
MELISSA DUDLEY
Pacifican staff writer
Ihe Presidential Search Commit
tee hopes to make a recommendation
to the Board of Regents by Feb. 27, in
an effort to find a replacement for
retiring UOP President Bill L. Atchley.
The Presidential Search Commit
tee is currently conducting telephone

interviews and reference checks on a
group of 25 applicants out of approxi
mately 160 original candidates. This
process will lead to the selection of
eight or 10 candidates who will be
invited to off-campus interviews with
the search committee in mid-January,
according to Lee Fennell, executive
secretary to the committee.
For a process that has been going

on since mid-September, "It's going
quite well," said Herb Reinelt, who
was selected by the Academic Coun
cil to serve on the committee. "Right
now, we're just trying to narrow it
down so that we can begin interview
ing the candidates in early January."
Based on the interviews con
ducted in January, only three or four

See Presidential Search page 5

Remodeling completed on jessie and
John B. residence hall bathrooms
CHAD PEARSON
Pacifican guest writer
Despite a two-month delay in re
modeling the Jessie and John
Ballantyne residence halls, students
say they are pleased with the results
of the project.
Last summer the two residence
halls in the quads underwent com
plete interior restoration. The project
included new paint and furniture for
every room, along with new bath
room partitions, sinks and tile.
The entire project was supposed
to be completed before Labor Day
weekend. However, the partitions for
the toilets and showers were not fin
ished until mid-November and the
start of the fall semester. Temporary
partitions were installed, causing an
inconvenience for students.
"Permanent bathroom partitions
take time to make," saidJim Falcone,

the first floor, some male students on
UOP director of housing. "The job
the second floor continued to use
calls for extensive measurements and
their normal facilities, turning it into
custom fittingby a good quality com
a coed toilet and shower.
pany."
With all this confusion and in
Santana Partition Company, lo
convenience,
students were able
cated on the East Coast, built the cus
make
light
of
the
situation. One fe
tom partitions from UOP physical
male
resident,
who
asked not to be
plant's measurements.
identified,
said,
"It's
weird taking a
Meanwhile, many students took
shower
with
a
guy
in
the
room."
the delay in stride with no serious
A male student joked, "If we want
complaints other than, "How long
a girl, we can go to the bathroom" to
until the bathrooms are done?" ac
meet
one.
cording to Mike Waechter, head resi
One
complaint came from second
dent of John Ballantyne.
floor
student
Scott Miller, who said,
"Physical plant closed the third
"People
sometimes
open the curtain
floor women's rest room in John B.
while you're using the john."
for two months," said Waechter. The
The remodeling project includes
third floor women had to use the sec
new desks and dressers, as well as new
ond floor rest room on an all-male
floors and paint in every room. The
floor. The second floor men had to
bathrooms have new sinks, tile,
use the first floor rest room which had
shower doors, countertops and stall
only two working showers.
partitions.
Due to the packed conditions on

UOP students> faculty attend Christmas
carol singing, tree lighting ceremony
DORTHA L. INGHAM
Pacifican staff writer
A wide variety of UOP groups and
many individuals gathered outside of
Morris Chapel on Dec. 4 to sing
Christmas carols and warm the cam
pus with the holiday spirit.
The starting point was Morris
Chapel, where two groups split up
and picked up more spirited carolers
in various locations. The meeting
point was outside of the President's
Room for the lighting of the Christ
mas tree.
Io start things off, Weonna
Brown, Chantha Hel, Marc McPhee,
Heather Oberg, Tsippi Severson,
Amanda Sheetz and Carrie Solesbee
read the story of Christmas and the

Extended Walkway
continued from page 1

turn-around space near the bollards
University traffic will have to use
Stagg Way, the roadway near the
levee, Rudkin Way and Larry Heller
Drive.
This is just one of the changes
that have been made to UOP's traffic
flow over the last four years. In that
time:
• Campus Way was changed from
a two-way into a one-way street, and
then blocked off to all though traffic
from Stadium Drive.
• Campus Way was briefly cov
ered by pavement, then permanently
by Jar|ds.cape. , , ,, ,

storv
of HaniiL-l-^h
story of
Hanukkah.

Among those in attendance were
members of Alpha Chi Omega who
sung a popular sorority house song,
"Pass it on." The Kilusan Pilipino
group read a poem in Filipino and
translated it in English and then pro
ceeded to sing two popular carols in
Filipino. The Christian Fellowship
Group shared a freedom and advent
song. The National Student Speech,
Language and Hearing Association
(UOP Chapter), performed a Christ
mas carol in sign language.
Members of the Vietnamese Stu
dent Association turned out the lights
and put on a traditional candle dance.
Delta Delta Delta sang four Christmas
carols for the spectators, while the
African American Student Union per
formed a traditional African Ameri
• Baxter Way was blocked off
from Stadium Drive, and eventually
it also was replaced by landscape.
• Stagg Way was closed off peri
odically, and then a stop sign was
placed in the middle of the block
Some students said the new bar
rier will be more of a hassle than any
y
thing else.
think it>s good that Public
Safety wants to reduce traffic and
crime but I don't think that (Stadium
Drue) is where the problem is" said
senior Carter Weeman. "The'probem, as far as crime is concerned, is in
the parkmg lot behind the fraterni-

Lisa Cannella, also a senior, said

.«

•

can festivity called a Kwanzaa.
The UOPJazz Quartet sang a song
while two members of the Anderson
Y sang a song about wanting Mel
Gibson for Christmas. The members
of residence hall Jessie Ballantyne
sang a Christmas song, as did the fac
ulty and staff chorus. The Non-Con
servatory Band Revival livened up the
festivities with their music.
Many people turned out for this
Festival of Lights. "It seemed like it
would be a good time," said Elizabeth
Maynard. "1 felt it was important to
support this program on-campus, as
well as support my residence hall in
their performance."
"It was a good thing to do," said
another UOP student. "It was very
festive. I enjoyed walking around
campus and singing."
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wrote a etter to Ihe Pacifican because
they are upset with the lack in com
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Committee, Atchley's office
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"!arch' vigil on campus
ighlight UOPevents for World AIDS Day
• c i v RUDE
biidf
hCELV
bacifican s t a f f w r i t e r

Approximately 20 students and
taff solemnly met at Burns Tower last
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Holding
andles, they marched past the Greek
louses along Presidents Drive to do
heir part in promoting awareness of
Kids.
This event, hosted by the Student
Jlealth Advisory Committee, was inlended to help promote AIDS aware
ness on campus and remember those
jvho have become victims of the disse.

f
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.
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The event last Thursday night was
Ine of several designed to dramatize
Ihe need for education and concern
Ibout this deadly disease. These
[vents included the display of the
nationally known AIDS Memorial
puilt in Stockton.

In Brief
Last chance for flu shots

i™8
was remarkable, all things consid
ered," said Roth.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt, at the
. tockton Civic Auditorium, was more

than just 66 patches. Patrons were
surrounded by the large squares deco
"I felt very positive about it (the
rated with pictures, memorabilia and
Candlelight Vigil) because those in
epitaphs of the AIDS victims to whom
volved were very serious about it,"
they were dedicated.
laid Carol Roth, assistant director of
Each carpet-sized cloth square
pursing at Cowell Health Center.
represents a person—men, women
"Those who are truly interested
and children. One contained photo
•r concerned will choose to do somegraphs of a young man in his child
Jhing about it. Quality is better than
hood and teenage years. Another
luantity, said Mark Zier, University
read,
simply, "A precious baby and
I aP ain, noting the fact that only 20
daughter of God."
eople participated in the march.
Today, more people are aware of
The last two weeks of school bethe truth about AIDS than ever be
pre finals week is usually the busiest
fore. To encourage this trend, Cowell
|
" °fthe semester for college stuHealth Center is conducting HIV test
pnts, and UOP students are no exing on campus this year. Last week,
!^fSplte this' Pe°ple did atthe Health Center donated approxi
hd the World AIDS Day events.
mately 1,000 condoms to various or
1 "e tone of the Candlelight Vigil
ganizations on campus

Many of the Greek organizations
also contributed to the effort to cel
ebrate World AIDS Day on campus.
Alpha Chi Omega hosted the San
Joaquin AIDS Foundation Informa
tional Booth in the McCaffrey Cen
ter.
Phi Delta Theta hosted film show
ings of "And the Band Played On"
and "Philadelphia" across campus
while Delta Gamma distributed
condoms and red ribbons. Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity
was responsible for tying red ribbons
on many of the trees on campus.
Despite the various events, some
participants said they wished more
UOP students had taken part.
I think that unless it touches
someone personally, they just don't
understand," said senior Robin Wil
son. "Until I saw the movie 'Philadel
phia,' I didn't fully understand. It's a
reallyj emotional
v..,v/iivnui movie."
tnuvitr.

OP alumnus receives "Hispanic
ntrepreneur of the Year" award
FHlTL
A
HlTL Gabci
GARCIA
pQ°cif
l
f
l
C
Q
[
n Staff writer

is helping our clients reach Hispanic
consumers," said Ornelas, a 1971
Victor Ornelas might
UOP graduate. His long list of clients
mil,ar to most UOP stuients
include Pepsi Co., GTE, Bank One,
l« nam(! ha/!?6 W°r,d of business,
Anheuser-Busch and Wrangler Jeans.
fith Access
°me synonymous
Ornelas was selected from a large
number of nominees from all over the
is a UOP alumni who reRed
United States. "At the beginning there
were over 1,000 nominees. From
preneur oTth^V'10 "Hispanic En"
f0nal award
Award," a nathere, they narrowed down to 400
an'c BiKi
sponsored by the Hisand then I was elected," Ornelas said
of the selection process.
0rn^sisStha8aZine: Associat
°wner of °rnelas
A reception that included 300 of
1 Dallas srw3?- advertising agency
his closest friends was held on Oct.
'arket. ' pecia,,z>ng in the Hispanic
14, at the Grand Kempinski Hotel in
"W0
Dallas to present him with the award.
UmentPfr,°duce every type of adver"I am very happy for him. His
r °ur clients. We have a
Ull1 business is his dream come true," said
agency, but our specialty
his son Daniel Ornelas, who is cur

Faculty, staff, administration and
students have their last chance to get
their flu shots before the holidays.
Cowell Health Center will be admin
istering the low-cost influenza injec
tions through Dec. 15. Appointments
are necessary for the flu shots and can
be made by calling 946-2315 Monday
through Friday. The cost is $3 per
shot.

Multicultural celebration
of holidays
The Multicultural Student Asso
ciation, ASUOP, Supportive Services
Program and Community Involve
ment
Program
presents
a
Multicultural Holiday Celebration
today at noon in the McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater.
The program will celebrate holi
days in various cultures. Several cul
tures will be represented in ethnic
clothing, performing dances and pre
sentations of traditional celebrations.
All faculty, staff and students are in
vited to attend this educational event.
A reception with traditional food will
follow the program at the Bechtel
Center.

Telephone fraud hits
universities

There has been a rash of collect
telephone calls to universities, with
the caller trying to discover informa
tion about the communications sys
tem, according to UOP Telecommu
nications Director Mel Fong.
He said the caller will explain that
rently attending UOP.
the
university
won't be billed for the
During his college years, Ornelas
collect
call,
and
that the caller is a
said he was very involved in schooltelephone
technician
from AT&T,
related activities. He was the captain
checking
alleged
transmission
prob
of the football team, a member of the
lems
with
the
network.
The
caller
Community Involvement Program
then asks questions about how the
and one of the founders and presi
university telephone system works
dent of Movimiento Estudiantil
and asks to be transferred to an out
Chicano de Aztlan (M.E.Ch.A.).
side line or an 800 or 900 number.
He was pretty wild—smart and
"This is a scam perpetrated by the
bad, kind of a combination between
inmates
of a correctional facility in
Poindexter and Cheech & Chong,"
Newark,
N.J.," Fong said.
recalls Candace Rubin, a college
He
said
that if a University em
friend of Ornelas.
ployee receives such a call, he or she
"Nothing was handed to him,"
should refer the caller to 946-2919,
said a former UOP friend of his, who
asking the caller to call the number
asked not to be identified. "He really
directly.
worked hard to be in the position he
"Don't accept the collect call," he
is in today."
said. For more information, call Fong
or co-director Mike Dugarl at 2919.

Three-week Campus Crime Report
BURGLARIES
On Nov. 10, three vehicles were
burglarized. One was parked in Lot
#24 (by Alpha Chi Omega) and the
other two were parked in Lot #7 (be
hind fraternities). In all three cases,
windows were smashed out, permit
ting entry. Loss included CD players
and car stereos.
On Nov. 11 at about 2 p.m., a ve
hicle parked in Lot #15 (between
Olson Hall and Drama) was burglar
ized. A purse containing miscella
neous items and $40 was taken.
Also on Nov. 11, three individu
als were arrested when they at
tempted to burglarize a vehicle
parked behind the fraternities. This
investigation is continuing.
Sometime on Nov. 14 or 15, some
one forced entry into WPC. There is
no known loss at this time.
A burglary occurred on Saturday,
Nov. 26 at the SAE fraternity house.
Loss included several picture compos
ites.
THEFT
On Nov. 11, parts were taken
from three bicycles parked in the
McCaffrey Center. The incident re
portedly occurred between 3:30 - 3:45
p.m.
Sometime on Nov. 12, someone
took a golf cart from the Pacific Ath
letic Club at the Stadium. It was later
found parked on a nearby residential
street and returned.
A "Giant" mountain bicycle was
taken from the patio area of Tri Delta
Sorority House sometime between
Nov. 10 and 12.
On Nov. 16 around lunch time, a
purse was taken from an office inside
the Z Building. The purse contained
miscellaneous cards, papers and $20.
On Nov. 4, a backpack and con
tents were taken from the Elbert
Covell Dining Hall.
A theft occurred in Jessie
Ballantyne residence hall sometime
between Nov. 18-20. A room was ran
sacked and the loss included CDs.
On Nov. 20, a purse was taken
from a room in Grace Covell Hall.
Sometime between 5:45 - 5:50
p.m. on Nov. 28, a green backpack
was taken from a table in the Library.
VANDALISM
The card reader (access) at the en

NEW STUDENT

DENTAL
No charge for
office visits and x-rays

SAVE MQNEY
and your teeth!
Enrol! Now!

Call for brochure
(80.0) 655-3225

trance to Lot #14 (Townhouse Apart
ments) was discovered damaged on
Nov. 13 at 9:15 a.m.
On Nov. 18, officers found a win
dow broken out of a door in Owen
Hall. Damage estimate is $50.
On Nov. 20, someone threw a
baseball bat through a window at one
of the Townhouse Apartments.
On Nov. 29, officers discovered
graffiti on the ticket booths west of
the Stadium by Pershing Avenue.
Another vandalism occurred on
Nov. 30 when someone painted graf
fiti on the walls of one of the Library
rest rooms.
TRESPASSING
A subject was detained on Nov.
13 in Grace Covell Hall for investiga
tion of trespassing and drunk in pub
lic.
On Nov. 15, two subjects were ar
rested for trespassing and vandalism.
They were also charged with resisting
arrest.
TAMPERING WITH FIRE
ALARM SYSTEMS
On Nov. 11, someone in South/
West Complex ripped a smoke detec
tor from the ceiling of a room which
set off the fire alarm system.
On Nov. 14, someone in Grace
Covell Hall maliciously pulled a fire
alarm pull station, setting off the
building's fire alarm system. Investi
gation of these incidents is continu
ing.
On Nov. 20, someone maliciously
pulled a fire alarm pull station in
Grace Covell Hall. Minutes later,
someone pulled a smoke detector
from a room ceiling.
ARRESTS
Nov. 14 Driver of a vehicle - DUI
Nov. 17 Three subjects - Possession
of a knife and marijuana.
Nov. 17 Occupant of a vehicle Auto theft, possession of stolen prop
erty and resisting arrest
Nov. 17 Party attendee - Cited for
open alcoholic container
exclusivolv
yours
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Nov. 20 Transient - Outstanding
warrant
Nov. 23 Driver of a vehicle - DUI
Nov. 24 Transient - Outstanding
warrant
Nov. 25 Two transients - Outstanding warrant/trespassing
Nov. 28 Two juveniles - Trespassing

Nov. 30 Transient - Outstanding
warrant
Nov. 30 Transient - Trespassing
and resisting arrest
Nov. 30 Driver of a vehicle - DUI
NOTICE
The Stockton Police Department
reports that an armed robbery oc
curred at Tiger Yogurt on Nov. 26 at
9:55 p.m. The suspects were not ap
prehended and there were no injuries.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Classes are now available on cam
pus for the use of "tear gas" as a de
terrent to attack. This short class will
permit you to purchase a canister of
tear gas to be used for personal pro
tection. Training in the use of a
kubotan and unarmed self-defense is
also available. You may call "Ad
vanced Security Institute" directly at
1-800-533-4274 or you can call Pub
lic Safety at 946-2537 to register.
DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time (Nov.
10-30), Public Safety officers:
• Provided 134 hours of foot patrol
to the campus.
• Provided 11 escorts.
• Found six open doors and windows.
• Contacted 119 suspicious persons.
• Assisted 35 stranded motorists.
• Presented two safety programs to
residence halls.
If you have any inquiries about any of the
information provided in this report, you are
encouraged to contact the Department of Pub
lic Safety at 946-25.17 or extension 25.17 from
campus phones.

Greek

adopt Flp
standards

The much awaited Fratei
surance Purchasing Group ri
agement program was finally
by the Greek Council lastsp.
By adhering to FIPG's,
Greek chapters reduce their e
to liability. The provisions
alcohol, drugs, hazing, sexua
fire, health, safety and contini
cation of new members on ri
agement policies.
"The positive thing abi
Greek system adopting the r
that they are trying to ra
knowledge of legal liabilities
to educate the Greek system,
as the University," said Assistai
for Student Activities PatrickN
All members of F1PG aree;
to follow and adhere to the f
Some 34 fraternities and so
nationwide have adopted tl
gram. Some of UOP's nationa
nities and sororities were a
FIPG before the Greek Coundl
the policy.
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NOW HIRING UOP STUDENTS!
POSITION T e l e m a r k e t i n g A s s o c i a t e
PAY $ 6 / h o u r , p l u s p e r f o r m a n c e b o n u s e s
QUALIFICATIONS UOP s t u d e n t , g o o d com
munication s k i l l s , e n e r g e t i c , m o t i v a 
ted, at e a s e u s i n g t h e t e l e p h o n e .
DUTIES P a r t i c i p a t e i n p h o n a t h o n t o
raise funds from UOP alumni, parents
and friends f o r a c a d e m i c p r o g r a m s ,
scholarships, etc. Will train.
WORK SCHEDULE M o s t l y M o n d a y t h r o u g h
T h u r s d a y , 6 - 9 p . m . f o r s e v e r a l week
from 1-25-95 t o 4-28-94.
TO APPLY C o n t a c t J u l i e Katana, A s ciS"
i
tant Director, Annual Pacific
to schedule an interview.
S
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presidential search

will make campus visits so everyone
can get acquainted with them," said
Bob Monagan, chair of the Board of
Regents. "We're looking for a strong
leader with a strong academic back
ground who will manage the Univer
sity and help build its vision and di
rection."
The candidates from the original
160 applicants represent a broad
range of backgrounds, experience and
qualifications. According to Fennell,
of those 160 applicants: 28 are cur

i cotitiiwd from page 1
I , ,he most promising candidates will
I he invited to the campus "to have
•meetings with students, faculty, staff,
I eeents and other University constitu
encies/'said Reinelt.
I
Everyone is encouraged to voice
Itheir opinion, as the responses will be
(reviewed by the search committee
land included in the final evaluation
|of the candidates.
"The final group of candidates
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rently college or university presi
dents; 80 are chief academic officers
at colleges or universities; and 16 hold
other higher level administrative po
sitions at institutions of higher edu
cation. This group includes women
and minority candidates from across
the United States.
Michelle Pak, the only student
member of the committee, feels that
the presidential search is a "very posi
tive thing and the results should be
gratifying. "

Enter to WIN
A Sony Color Watchman

The Presidential Search Commit
tee is chaired by Robert Monagan,
chair of the Board of Regents, and Jed
Scully serves as vice chair of the com
mittee. Lee Fennell serves as execu
tive secretary to the committee. Other
regents on the committee include
Carter Brown, John Corson, David
Gerfoer and Hilda Yao. Deans serving
on the committee include Robert
Benedetti, Gerald Caplan, Art Dugoni
and Don Sorby. Faculty members on
the committee are Roland di Franco,
Heather Mayne, Herbert Reinelt and
Fred Muskal. Michelle Pak is the stu
dent member of the committee,
Linda Welin represents the Staff
Council and Dianne Philiibosian rep
resents the Alumni Association.

STUDYING FOR FINALS?
NO TIME FOR SHOPPING?

Just fill out this survey and enter our drawing to win
a Sony Color Watchman (demo unit). We want
your input to help us order your favorite music.
Please fill out ENTIRE Survey, and drop it off or
mail it to the Book Store, Electronics Department
by December 13th.

,0rttteffe. Gift Baskets

%

Corporate Qifts
Personal
Naughty and Nice
Chocolate Looere
Gourmet Poods
Custom Designs - A Specialty
Pros Local Delivery

Liz Oyer - Owner

One entry per customer. You need not to be present to win.

' ^Roc'/^n r' musiciYyou buy the most? OSoul
UKock
• Country • Heavy Metal •Other

OJazz

For All Occasions

• Reggae

OCteS"

Stockton, California

Toil-Free
Information and
Referral for
California Crime
Victims

W
*

j 2. What is your favorite musical group(s) or artist(s)?_

209-474-8415

1-800-VICTIMS
Victim* of Crime Resource Center
UOP McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95817

13. Which do you purchase more often? Tapes or CD's?_
I4

How

°ften do you purchase tapes or CD's?

Have you ever taken advantage of the Electronics Department's Special Order CD/Tape
service? • Yes • No
Name:

Phone#:.

Address:.

u

J *

« University Book Store • lower level • Mc Caffrey Center

This Month's Featured Music...

Epic

Columbia

Forrest Gump

Origin:! Motion flrltnt
I

Score

Mimic composed md
conducted by ALAN SILVESTRI

the london suede
dog man star
including:
THE WILD ONES / NEW GENERATION
Willi*

WE ARE THE PIGS

m

,

$

,

FOP/MAI

rcssEcrics
OUR NEW LOCATION
702 Porter Way
(Porter Station)

477-2442
TUXEDO RENTALS
• Huge Variety at Stytei •
• tots ol Cotots
n Cummeittunas & Ties •
• Have The Experts Fit You •
EVENING
PROM DRESSES
(felon Only • No Rentals)

UOP Student Discounts
Bring this ad in for
15% off tuxedo rentals

—

702 Portet Way • (Portet Stolon)
Stockton • 477 2442
Porter of Pooftc bebsnrj the Sbefl SfoNort

Also available on Cassette,

I

New lights proposed to improve campus safety
•

JEANNE CASTLEMAN
Pacifican guest writer

Citing student safety as a primary
concern, UOP officials are deciding
where to improve campus safety with
a $50,000 allocation for increased
lighting.
Replacing burnt out bulbs or add
ing an occasional new light has been
happening for years, said Public
Safety Lieutenant Jerry Houston. But
when major changes are involved,
funds have to be allocated. A proposal
specifying where lights are to be
changes, added or upgraded must be
drawn.
James Falcone, director of resi
dential life and housing, and Hous
ton personally inspected the campus
late one night to see for themselves
where improvements were needed.
That portion of the proposal is nearing completion, although their sug
gestions have not been finalized.
"It will benefit everybody to have
as much light as possible," said
Falcone.
One item being considered is
changing the white bulbs to yellow.
Another involves the installation of
over 20 additional lights. Proposed
locations for the new lights include
Grace Covell residence hall, the fi
nance center, Alpha Chi Omega and
South/West Complex.
"We want students to know that
we are concerned about their safety,"
Houston said. "I personally believe
(the) UOP campus is the safest place
in Stockton because we put an effort
into patrols. We take an interest in the
students. We provide escorts."
Students are encouraged to call
Houston or Falcone with questions.
Physical Plant has a double role
in the addition of the new lighting.
The first part, according to director
Joe Kirim, is providing cost estimates
for the new lighting. Once the pro
posal is approved by financial vice
president Michael Goins, lighting pri
orities are determined. Physical Plant
then schedules the installations.
The proposal will determine
whether Physical Plant or indepen
dent contractors install the new light
ing. Electricians from Physical Plant
added new lights to Baxter Way two
months ago and last year they in
stalled four light fixtures at Cowell
Health Center.
Physical Plant has a strong com
mitment to improving the lighting,
according to Scott Heaton, operations
and maintenance manager. Exact in
stallation dates cannot be accurately
predicted until the proposal is ap
proved. Once it is approved, "we will
not drag our feet," Heaton said. "I
guarantee it. We are creating public

safety."
.
People on campus were wary to
discuss their safety concerns for fear
of becoming a target of crime.
"It is each person's responsibility

to use care andA tiLp
take nrprailtions
precautions for
their own safety," said a staff mem
ber who did not want to be ldenti" A lot of women don't know how

to nrotect
protect themsplvothemselves,"»
a student.
' Sai(1 ^
car;1
Linda, another student
pocif"
need for this improvement
Desi
campus needs more lights"
dollars
quality
McCaff'
thesom
JKO*
Int'
dents a
wain o

a very special sales event for

UOP Students Onlf
Tuesday, December 13th • 8:30 am to

UOP Faculty & Staff Only

Wednesday, December M
8:30 am to 7:00pm

When you have completed your shopping
our
you will have the opportunity to spin the
giant Wheel of Savings to determine
discount that will be applied to you
Discounts range
entire purchase.
from at least 10 o

up to 40% OFF!
i .

iremS frO"1

to 20% for item
entire purchase (5%
F
the Electronics Department)

Free Re
University
Book Store
Books . . . and a whole lot
Lower Level • McCaffrey
Discounts do not apply to

textbooks or Compl,tcr
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5.r°!eme"tS Sti" needed for McCaffrey movie theater
arri c r o w l e v

. rue
p sctt w
w rr ii tf e
prr
iocifican
gn u
Despite spending thousands of
lollars to improve the poor sound
•uality of the free movies at the
[fcCaffrey Theater, UOP officials say
lie sound quality still needs to be im-

iroved.

Interviews with eight UOP stulents also found most of them reiain unhappy with the quality of
iund. Many hoped more improveicnts would be made.
"The picture is poor and the
iund is worse," said Matt Gilchrist
[fterattending "Sleepless in Seattle,"
Menace 2 Society" and "Carlito's

Ihen parents
>ay, students
ipend more,
study finds

dePendent students
re likely to attend college full
more expensive universities,
independent students struggle
r classes in between work
at
Rnth Jocal and state schools.
'h '"dependent and depenfinanrM
°n the government
Ile,P> as more than half
study Sa l',dntS use finandal aid,
rn
l °unt'of i f r aVefagc monefar>
»2.9io9.
'
each student was

S/eJy

l*vJru,ur,nsihc 1993 aca-

I**?*" 3 million students
Muuem,
lotion Thf i°
P Pay f°r their eduans
avera
Itudem.
ged $3,155 per

pvinjr in''" ' ot those students reforccru 3nd financial aid also
their, j° takc Part time jobs to

j,0

education.

tofirrin"^ stl'dents, finding a
may LCe P°stsecondary educathe arnH asmuch of a challenge
enuc training they will
4- _ tt
. .
'
on 0Srer' sa'd Rebecca
That's n V d'e report's authors.
° exactly news to many

.

''ttfsing Sun." RUnS Through

and

"They were good, but a few times
the movie would cut off in the middle
and that was annoying," said Erin
Cleary who attended "When a Man
Loves a Woman," "Speed" and "The
Ehntstones."
A new sound system was installed
last September by Quality Sound, ac
cording to Debbie Crane, office coor
dinator for Student Life. The new
sound system is a theater sound sys
tem projection playback unit and in
cluded four new speakers, an ampli
£»
..

fier and rewiring the projection
booth. It cost $7,300.
In September the projector,
which was purchased approximately
10 years ago, was sent to the manu
facturer for repairs which cost over

$ 1,000.
Despite the renovations, there
has not been a considerable differ
ence in sound quality, students said.
Patrick Naessens, assistant dean
tor student activities, said the sound
troubles remain because of the
theater's cement walls. In the long
range, Naessens' plans to improve the
student theater include new carpet,
draping the walls with curtains to

help with acoustics and eventually
replacing the seats if funds are avail
able.
The McCaffrey movie theater re
ceives $5 per student per year from
student fees. This money is used for
the rights to show the films and reno
vations.
Additional
improvements
couldn't come soon enough for Scott
Shapiro who attended "Dazed and
Confused" and said, " The screen was
squished and the sound was bad."
Although student Joe Abdullah
has not been able to attend any mov
ies on campus, he said, "It's free and
3l"Jtv pretty
they
""-f show
P'V"y good
goo movies."

bjGM patients benefit from UOP
Music Therapy Internship Proqram
A F T O N WAGOR
Pacifican guest writer

ARCO BUSCAGLIA
ollege Press S e r v i c e
Students who count on Mom and
'ad to foot the bill for school spend
lot more money in college than stuents who are paying their own way,
a new study by the U.S. Census
According to the report, "Dollars
Scholars: Postsecondary Costs
financing," independent stuspend an average of $1,923 per
^compared to the $4,387 spent
tents who depend upon their
tor money.

u• .

"J hated it. You can't hear the
sound "Mark Rossi said after attend-

^

The Physical Medicine and Reha
bilitation Department of San
Joaquin General Hospital, in con
junction with UOP's Conservatory of
Music, is facilitating a Music Therapy
Internship Program. The program
assists patients receiving inpatient
rehabilitative services at the hospi
tal. The music therapy is facilitated
by UOP graduate students Jill
Strauser, Marty Laharty and Mary
Kugelman. All three are currently
completing their clinical intern
ships.
Music therapy is used with more
traditional therapies to help rehabili
tate patients who have experienced
a stroke, brain injury, spinal cord inury or neurological disorder. The
music therapy interns encourage
3atients to sing and play instru
ments. The music program lifts the
spirits of AIDS patients in exercising
essential muscles to promote their

college students. "Any time you have
to work to put yourself through
school, it's going to cut into your
classes," said Lester Birden, a sopho
more at Wayne State University in
Detroit. "I have to completely adjust
my class schedule to my work sched
ule. Most people can do it the other
way around."
While Birden sometimes gets bit
ter over students who have their edu
cation paid for by their parents, he
thinks he is already learning valuable
lessons. "I always hear people say that
they deliver pizza for beer money,"
said Birden. "That's fine, but I do it
to pay for my classes and my rent.
People talk about the 'real world'
when you get out of school, but I feel
like I'm already in it."

Music therapy intern Marty Laliarty helps patient Corinthian Hodges play the
M

e

independence. The therapy facilitates
range of motion and muscle tone,
while helping to improve coordina
tion.

d

k

i

"e

^

"The patients love the music
therapy and look forward to partici
pating," said Diana Tegtmeier, reha
bilitation coordinator.

; V- '

Photo by Darren M Antonovicn

International Studies/Political Science professor Cort Smith spoke at the final
meeting of World On Wednesday Nov. 30. The event has been renamed Tuesday
World Forum by Professor David Banner, and will resume Feb. 7. 1995.

B
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OPINION

The Pacifi

s

Letter from the Editor

Musings on the fall semester
'a

I talked with Alex McDavid from
the Admissions Office last week
about the controversy caused by The
Pacifican this semester. I realized
that when The Pacifican makes an
error, 6,000 people see it. When
most people make an error in their
jobs, only a few people know.
The Pacifican serves as a learn
ing lab for students. An essential part
of the learning process is learning
from one's mistakes. I can guaran
tee you that movie critic Jason
McFaul, called "sexist" and
"homophobic" in letters to the edi
tor last week, will be more careful
with his word choice. And the edi
tors who read his story and did not

An essential part of
the learning process
is learning from
one's mistakes.
object will be more critical of con
tent in the future.
Our readers play an important
role in holding The Pacifican re
sponsible for the material we pub
lish. Our writers and editors often
wonder whether they are crossing
the line of acceptability with articles
submitted for publication. We often
decide to publish controversial ma
terial - like "Rape Parking," the "Top
Ten List" and President Atchley's re
tirement contract - and our readers
tell us when we are out of line.
Amber Hubback, in her letter to
the editor this week, argues editors

should be careful about what they
publish because parents and prospec
tive students see The Pacifican. The
Pacifican is not a public relations
piece for the University. Its continu
ing mission is to publish accurate and
timely information for the campus
community. Articles that whitewash
a situation or provide only the
administration's point-of-view do not
serve our readers. We want to provide
as many sides as possible to all issues.
Letters to the editor are an ex
tremely important part of The
Pacifican's relationship with its read
ers. In fact, I got my start with The
Pacifican by writing letters to former
editors Jeffrey Weinberg and Matt
Kolken about - you guessed it - sexist
and homophobic articles.
However, working on The Pacifi
can has also made me realize that our
student journalists need to test the
limits. Libelous material - that which
shows a blatant disregard for the truth
or is malicious - will always be edited
out before publication. But I do not
accept the argument that The
Pacifican's faculty advisor or any edi
tor should censor material that is
merely in questionable taste.
Other observations after 15
weeks: .
• The Pacifican staff has accom
plished our goal of being noticed by
the UOP community. Walk into the
Summit on a Thursday or Friday and
you will see a copy of The Pacifican
open on every other table. People are
reading The Pacifican! And, as the
volume of letters to the editor indi
cates, they are holding The Pacifican
to higher journalistic standards than
in the past. Since taking pen to paper

paper in the Stockton area it
Record's 40-year-old presses h
ever, cannot print grays vew!!
and the registration (the Wa
y th,
green and black intersect with
overlapping) is poor. We are com
ering a move to a different nJ
for the spring.
• One more thought for thr
who write letters critical of r
Pacifican's content: Come join
The Pacifican is always Iookin„
expand the staff. It's easy to sit ,
the sidelines and complain; it

People are holding
The Pacifican to
higher journalistic
standards than in
the past.
is so difficult for many people, I al
ways assume that one letter to the
editor equals 10 people who had simi
lar thoughts but did not take the time
to write.
• People come up to me at least
once a week to complain that The
Pacifican did not cover some event or
another. Often I find that the people
planning the event failed to notify
The Pacifican in advance of the event.
Last week I answered a telephone call
about a great event that was happen
ing in 15 minutes. How did the caller
expect me to assign a reporter and a
photographer in 15 minutes? Our
journalists are also full-time students.
• I encourage all people to send
press releases about events they are
planning to The Pacifican at least two
weeks before the event is scheduled
to occur. It should contain all relevant
information, a quote from the event
organizer, and a day and evening
phone number of a contact person.
Look in the staff box on page 2 for
"snail" mail and e-mail addresses as
well as fax and phone numbers.
• The quality of the printing in
The Pacifican continues to be a con
cern. We moved production of The
Pacifican to The Record of Stockton
this fall in an effort to save money
and build ties with the major news-

I do not accept the
argument that The
Pacifican's faculty
advisor or any
editor should
censor material
that is merely in
questionable taste.
more difficult to get your
dirty and make a difference
Camron Bailey likes to call studenl
government "your ASUOP.'The
Pacifican is "your" student newspa
per - make it truly your own by gel
ting your name in the staff box.
Best wishes for the holidays!

in»if

in political science witn a minorm
English. He has been editor-in-chief of
The Pacifican for four months and
served as opinion editor in spring
1993. Send comments to
CSHULTZenVMSl .CC.UOP.EDU orcaO
him at 946-2115.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Disgusted with The Pacifican: Really sad how the quality of our paper has deteriorate<
Dear Editor:
I used to enjoy reading the weekly
editions of the Pacifican, but after
many inexcusable articles I'm start
ing to become disgusted with it.
My disappointment first started
with the article which crucified the
fraternity of Omega Phi Alpha and
the Pacific football team. But what
upset me more was the article that
came a week later from Omega Phi
Alpha's president, Ryan Stanley, be
cause he had to clarify just about ev
erything that was stated in the first
article by Chris Shultz. I'm sorry but
I don't care if you wanted to make the
deadline or not, any article like the

bv Chris
Chric Shultz should
one written by
not have been printed. Furthermore,
I believe that an article like the almost
unnoticeable one on the same page
about the levee assaults is more im
portant because it affects everyone.
Your staff writers never seem to
find anything positive to write about
the Greek community. What about
the money that Archania raised for
the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation or
the Kappa Alpha Theta Bowl-A-Thon?
Every time I read the "Letters to
the Editor" I find that I'm not the
only one who is sick of the tabloidesque articles that constantly rear
their ^ly head in the Pacific every

_i. /•

.,

week (i.e., the Nov. 10 "Top Ten", the
Nov. 17 "Pluses and Minuses" and
Jason McFauI's review on "Interview
With the Vampire"), but especially
the Nov. 3 article on the Homecom
ing party.
Must I remind you all that many
of our parents receive this paper? And
that many prospective students see
this as well? What are we supposed
to tell our parents, that it was just a
mistake, or a bad joke? Because it's the
worst joke I've ever heard. But luck
ily there are people like Ryan Stanley,
Michael Waechter, Jeff Schwartz and
those who responded to Jason
McFaul s review who are delivering

I

•**

1

*

their own punch lines.
^
think it is really sad how
quality of our paper has deterio

And I also think that we, the^
shouldn't hesitate to let
know when they have

But what is really sadist ' J#

print the letters fror" ?USeading ^
but are you listenings0fll*
Dec. 1 issue of The Pacificaja#i
increased by frustrationa
1 believe I am entitled o
your way.
,p6
Amber H u b b a c k

See more fetters pa# I
%

w
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mad closing proposal not thought out
IDear Editor.
We have just reviewed the Traffic
and Parking Committee's recent pro
Ft}
sed losing of Stadium Drive to
through traffic. While we understand
the desire to connect the campus with
walkways and increase campus secu
rity, we strongly protest several ele
ments of the proposal. First, the de
sign does not eliminate the fact that
pedestrians still need to cross a street
with traffic on it. We have had a very
busy Behavioral Medicine Clinic in
'the Psychology Department since
1982 Both students and faculty see
referrals from the medical and behav
ioral community for a variety of prob
lems varying from chronic pain to
attention deficit syndrome Since the
Jinstitution of "parking for a fee",
parking in the Psychology/Communicative Disorders area and the cam
pus in general has been at a premium.
The proposed design will make it sig
nificantly more difficult to get clients
to our clinic. Should they go to Burns
[Tower, they will be told that they
have to circle the campus and return
from the west side or follow the con
volutions of Stagg Way, the levee
road, and back to Stadium. We hesi
tate to consider how we will get them
here via instructions on the phone.
Secondly, a broader impact will
occur with regard to events held in
the Spanos Center and Stagg Stadium.
Visitors frequently comment on the
terrible mess" the parking is in this
area. The "red (large pipe like PVC)
bollards" seen around the campus are
an eyesore and if they are not re
moved for events, there is a grand
mess each time something is held in
t ese venues. While the proposal
speaks of removal of the bollards for
special events, we doubt that this will
d°ne with any reliability. In the
past the bollards blocking the drive

way from Mendocino to our parking
lot for special events were never reli
ably attended to. This year the
bollards were taken down and never
replaced since an early volleyball
match, so the problem has not oc
curred. But last year the bollards were
almost never taken down for football,
volleyball or basketball events, result
ing in chaos when drivers found our
parking lot full and had to U-turn
against traffic to get back out of the
lot
Our complaints about attending
to the removal of these bollards for
"special events" never resulted in any
improved attention to the calendar of
the Spanos Center. Why should we
expect any better record with the
bollards on Stadium, given some
events that no one on campus will
even know are occurring until the
traffic problems occur. The lack of
thought in the proposal is apparent
when it does not address the issue of
emergency vehicle access to the cam
pus or access for special transporta
tion for the disabled. Both the Com
municative Disorders Clinic and ours
have a substantial number of disabled
people coming to the University for
services largely unavailable in other
parts of the country.
It continues to be important to
have our campus welcome visitors,
especially those from the Stockton
community. Placing these access im
pediments is a step in the wrong di
rection. Much more consideration of
alternative solutions to whatever the
perceived problem is would likely
improve the outcome.
The Psychology Faculty
Roger Katz, Ken
Beauchamp, Gary Howells,
Martin Gipson, Doug
Matheson, and Roseann
Hannon

Coverage of wall a slap in the face

bear editorr
. ', ,
iHai„ °uld llke to applaud Richard
1 i«i
? f°r his °Pinion in the Dec.

an;n "what
kftlSf
stanH ,wa11- I thought
it was out-

ticlew"8'
"ght' the Nov- 17 ar'
also d P in the face"1 like him'
thearo . saPP°inted by the size of
3 matter of fact, the arIticle aTin Cf
I than the\r •ClydesdaIes was larger
h3PDenpH^OVm§ Wal1 article! What
|try?
the pride of this coun-

• dependem T* 3 veteran> but 1 am a
!a!soagree h°llVietnam Veteran- !
Iaren't jiKt
names on the wall
|
names of names °t dead people, but
I fought for0160 3nd women wbo have
|°f men a ^ 3nd our country- Names
I their Bye,.1!. Wom,en who have lost
s-Names of men and
women

who had families, and now these
families suffer a great loss. My father
has been MIA for 31 years now. It still
hurts inside. It meant alot for me to
have a chance to view the wall. I'm
sure it meant a lot to others who have
suffered a loss like I have.
Well, Richard, if anything I would
like you to know that The Moving
Wall was to me more than just a wall
with dead names on it. The Wall
stands for what my father believed in
and died for.
Rene Cruz
Physical Plant
SHAKE t_JR YOUR S I LJDIf S
Wi l li /\ "TCBY" SHIVER,
Y.mi lt:ive tour ICKl.s. six papers, and I wo lab reports all title
wii bin I he nexi twelve hours. You've had your nose in a hook
lor three days solid and you are bepininp to experience serious
brain drain. You need lo shake things up with a "TBCV Shiver,
frozen heal.
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sun-Thiny'il-v
57^6 Pacific Ave..
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Response from Pacifican movie critic
[Movie Critic Jason McFaul, called "sexist" and "homophobic" in lettrs to
the editor last week, responds to his critics.]
In response to Kathleen Gabriel. What cosmic forces bring you to the
conclusion that I feel the women at UOP want nothing more from a film than
the opportunity to ogle attractive men (such as Tom Cruise, and Brad Pitt in
Interview With The Vampire")? Do you proof read what you write? Do you
think before you write? Do you think?
In my article I stated: "...though the sight of these actors may entertain
the average female or the peculiar male, they did absolutely nothing for me."
Does this mean that I believe that the "women at UOP want nothing more
from a film than the opportunity to ogle attractive men?" No it doesn't
absolutely not! In fact, I would never accuse the women at UOP of ogling.
In that all but controversial sentence, I was merely stating that many
women did not care for the movie, but they were entertained by the actors.
Ask the average male—If there was a movie starring Pamela Anderson, Sharon
Stone, and Wynona Ryder, I'm sure that the average male would be enter
tained by their on-screen presence. I'm not insinuating that they would "ogle"
at them, or that the men of UOP want nothing more from a film than the
opportunity to "ogle" attractive women, but that simply, they would agree to
being entertained.
And in reference to your displeasure with the phrase "peculiar male" which
I will fervently tackle when I address Matt Castle, I must respond to you with
an analogy.
If you really believe that I have a bias toward women and homosexuals,
then I have an even greater challenge for you to embark upon. If you're famil
iar with the game of pool, I encourage you to protest and picket every billiards
hall in Northern California. I regret to inform you that in pool, the white ball
dominates all of the colored balls. Thus, pool is a racist game. I want you to
write a letter to the inventor, and call him a white supremacist.
Similar to my analogy of pool, you're reading far too much into my article.
My articles are based on simplicity—there is no symbolism or any underlying
messages. In the future, I would hope that you will choose your words with
more care and tact.
In response to Matt Castle. Pardon my sarcasm, but I apologize for offend
ing you with my ignorance. I'll be damned, however, if I'm going to allow
anyone to call me a bigot. I am not a bigot, and refuse to be labeled as one. If
you find bigotry in my writing then so be it. Everyone is different and every
one has their own opinion. Unfortunately, yours is a bit too negative for me
to digest.
I am equally dismayed that you have taken the artistic license to misinter
pret the word "peculiar" as a reference to homosexuality. Though not a lin
guist, I often refer to The Random House College Dictionary when utilizing
such words. The definition of peculiar is: uncommon. It is very uncommon
for a male to find attraction to the on-screen presence of Tom Cruise, Brad
Pitt, or Christian Slater. In fact, until now I was unaware that my articleis are
so deeply interpreted.
After reading your letter along with the others, I have come to one conclu
sion. My conclusion is that the people
offended by the word "peculiar" suffer
from an acute disease called: Literary
Hypochondria. Instead of finding new
illnesses on a healthy body, these people
look for them on paper. If they find any
thing peculiar, excuse me, uncommon,
then they are first in line to point it out
and complain.
(209) 475-6290 • Catering Available
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. 44 • Stockton. CA 95207
Jason McFaul
Across from the Hilton Entrance
Pacifican movie critic
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Opinion
Top Ten Lis!
Top 10
Controversies in
The Pacifican
10. Which is more disgusting: the
dining hall food, or the puke
green from the Nov. 10
issue?
9.

Do you capitalize the word
"fraternity?"

8.

Where can you find the most
references to sex: the library
or Mac Flood's Top 10 list?

7.

Does the football team
support the library? The
amount of money that the
Athletic Department recieved
from playing Nebraska
exactly matches the "surplus"
in funds that allowed the
library more money this year.
Go figure.

6.

What is the best way to sleep
in Mentor general session:
head straight back, or resting
on your arm?

5.

Do Jason Lauborough and
Chris Shultz just have some
deeply held grudge against
the fraternities because of an
act in a previous life, or does
it just seem that way?

4.

Which is more newsworthy:
the latest O.j. Simpson
cartoon, or a story on the
effect of the Republican
majority on the UOP budget?
Careful—this is actually a
tough choice.

3.

Maclean Flood's technologi
cally challenged column
promotes bigotry, because it
discriminates against those
who can't afford computers
due to the parking fee
increase.

2.

Jason McFaul's article on
"Interview With the Vampire"
was offending because it
neglected to tell us that the
movie sucked.

1.

What was that roadkill in the
sports section earlier this
year?

Compiled dij J^snn Lauborouo^

Pacifican Opinion! Sernesteijin^^^

Parking, Greeks, Trees and Sex
PACIFICAN OPINION STAFF
This fall semester of 1994 has
been an eventful one here at The acifican. Controversies flourished, som times filling the opinion Pag« ™th
letters to the editor. We re taking th
opportunity to look back on some o
the more memorable moments in
pages of The Pacifican.
ISSUE 1, Sept. 8, 1994
Headline: "Presidential search com
mences."
,
The first issue of the year was rela
tively free of controversy started by
us, but was the first issue to editorial
ize on the now famous parking situa
tion, as well as the now forgotten con
troversy over the removal of trees.
ISSUE 2, Sept. 15, 1994
Headline: "Safety becomes issue on
campus."
This issue was the premier of the
now familiar green lettering. It also
contained the premier of "View
point," Jason Lauborough's (sup
posed-to-be) weekly commentary on
the world. The subject of this week's
viewpoint was the parking issue, tell
ing the UOP community to "stop its
whining."
ISSUE 3, Sept. 22, 1994
Headline: "Library books insufficient
for UOP's academic needs."
The editorial this week praised
the University for its new "culture of
openness" in working with WASC on
fixing its accreditation problems. It
stated that although UOP still has a
long way towards rebuilding the
school, but the openness was a good
start. Viewpoint called attention to
the growing safety problem on cam
pus, and a political cartoon made the
Opinion page's first reference to the
O.J. Simpson trial.

the Opinion page this year «aS dea>«

nnne other than Dr. KoDert
Benedetti, Dean of the COP. In his
response to the previous week s View
point, "Is Convocation Neccessary?
Benedetti attacks the article as consumerist," stating that the article may
have focused too much on character
development. Viewpoint commented
on President Clinton's "policy of the
minute" in Haiti, and the editorial
expressed concern over the lack of
communication in the choice to con
vert to a walking campus.
ISSUE 6, Oct. 13, 1"4
Headline: "Theft at Omega Phi under
investigation; no known suspects.
Pages 6 and 7 featured a full two
page spread explaining the WASC.
situation in an easy-to-understand
manner. Opinion ran a seemingly
harmless editorial, supporting the
addition of a new fraternity (or is that
Fraternity?) to the UOP community.
However, a few students felt it took
unnecessary jabs at the Greek system,
as well as forgetting to capitalize "fra
ternity." In addition, Features ran a
story on the commonplace occur
rence of the word "sex" in the search
list at the library. This article appar
ently struck a nerve with Maclean
Flood, the features editor, as he be
gan running a sex-related story nearly
every week.
ISSUE 7, Oct. 20, 1994
Headline: "$192,796 grant will fund
expanded wellness education pro
gram at UOP."
The opinion page took a second
blow, this time from Michael Young,
a fraternity member. He attacked the
previous week's editorial, claiming it
took inappropriate stabs at the frater
nities on campus. The political car
toons started its run of "Obligatory
O.J. Cartoons."

fraternity community, claiming
the facts in the article (which
directly from the police,) weresW
in an attempt to make Omen ft
Alpha look bad. The opinionnL
tiirpH
nrpmipr of
nf "UOPluss
"Iinni... esa.
tured thp
the premier
,! ' Minuses," a sometimesfightheartt
look at the good and bad on ca®pt
ISSUE 10, Nov. 10, 1994
Headline: "Committee reviews im
medical plans."
This week's cover featured thek
endary (at least in the office) p|
green ink accidentally printedby!
Record of Stockton. Inside, there
sponse to the previous week's stor
on the fight at Omega Phi Alpha®
attacked as misleading by %
fraternity's president, Ryan Stanley
Plus, a new controversy was starts
by Maclean Flood in features, withh:
"Top 10 list." This week, the subjec
was: "If I had to create a menuforsa
on campus."
ISSUE 11, Nov. 17, 1994
Headline: "Library funding increase
$400,000."
The fourth and final 0J. cartoappeared this week. The edita
praised the library budget increase
and a letter from Mike Waechteran:
Jeffrey Schwartz attacked Flood's To:
10 from a week before. It stated tha
the list encouraged stereotypes, sev
ism, and ignored the views oft
campus. Viewpoint returned agair.
this time performing a post-mortur
on the attempt to foil the passag
Proposition 187. In Arts & En
ment, the now infamou* L
McFaul review of "interview
Vampire" ran, provoking 31
the next issue calling his revie
ist and hobophobic.".
ISSUE 12, Dec. \199^
Headline: "UOP Regent, comm

leader dies."
issue®'
The tone of the Dec. 1st rssut I k
saddened by the loss of regen^.
Eberhardt.
c pe
bueiiuuui. The
• •"- editona
—
his life, as did the fronhP«
story. The letters to the ed',^
mainly on McFaul's tevie^°ist
pire," attacking
homophobic. In addihoM«
tured the premier of P ..
Jason Lauborough 10
eratioC
reviewing "Star |rek
hopefully not giving ***? {e0
plot. Finally, the center
J
irchase;
1 full two page ad pure' sta
Kc r\f rtrnfPSSOrS aOU
l
number of Professc!lrspafIt\semiefl''
111
, The
paid-adve
*
5er
Ders.
i ne pa--- , .pr-usivou
minded students that
minaeu
- -JmS. The
upjJ

e
grading their final
yf0rw'e
sure to spark controve y ,,,

ISSUE 4, Sept. 29, 1994
Headline: "Atchley retirement con
tract disclosed."
This week, the front page featured
the details of President Bill Atchley's
buy-out, paying him $200,000 in pay
and benefits for two years of work in
Washington, D.C. The Opinion page
featured an editorial asking whether
or not it was worth receiving
$400,000 to be slaughtered by Ne
braska. Viewpoint questioned the va
lidity of the COP Convocation as it
relates to Mentor I, and over in Fea
tures, Maclean Flood unveiled the
premier "Top 10 List."

ISSUE 8, Oct. 27, 1994
Headline: "WASC visiting team re
ports to UOP."
This week's issue was relatively
free from harsh commentary and
controversy. The editorial went na
tional, talking about the new
"AmeriCorps" volunteer program.
Viewpoint made a return from a twoweek hiatus, reminding the Univer
sity of the traditions inherent on a
college campus. Plus, we took a cue
from the features section, providing
our own Top 10 list in order to recruit
letters to the editor.

ISSUE 5, Oct. 6, 1994
Headline: "Construction for walking
campus underway."
• TW first wound tofeesufieredfey

ISSUE 9, Nov. 3, 1994
Headline: "UOP Police assaulted
while breaking up fraternity party."
The ftquLpagftsdocy of this week's , coipe,
l&tllP CPt W41li'Ll'l i'l
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Review

1994

JThe Year Punk Broke

J ICARRIE HAYWARD

le[flpacifican

Staff writer

•e>)

ike }„.| 1994 has been called "The Year
Broke...Again," and with
good reason. As grunge draws its
'ad SJ'ast breath' ma)or record compa"Iniesare waking up to the fact that
1"'la new generation of snot-nosed
^1punk rock kids are drawing huge
reJcrowds and, in the case of groups
'i, ilike Green Day and Offspring, sellprHMjng millions of albums. Now
111
record executives and suburban
PI Jteenagers alike are scrambling to
t,; 1be a part of the next big thing.
;
Rj inI
If you're thinking of dipping
wiByour toe into punk waters, don't
U J8° unPrePared- The following is a
i eil,Jlist °f albums you'll want to have
•handy when your punk credibili0Jityis challenged.
comparatively slick production
and catchy yet deadly serious .
sound, "Stranger Than Fiction" te.
may very well push them over the i|
top.
K

|)in"ipilPunk

i

1

$ ' fflri. •

standouts like the rapid-fire
"Genocide" and the aggressive
driver theme song "Bad Habit."
Offspring's debut album, "Ig
nition," was more raw but its en
ergy, showcased in the songs "Ses
sions" and "L.A.P.D." made it the
perfect soundtrack for countless
snow- and skateboarding videos.
Placement in that medium started
their fan base, which continues to
grow.
Samiam
While Bad Religion and Off
spring got their start in the South-

ern California punk scene,
Samiam grew out of Berkeley's East
Bay scene. With three indepen
dent label albums under their col
lective belt, the band has launched
their fourth record, "Clumsy," on
Atlantic Records, sharing the stage
with Bad Religion and Green Day.
Critics are predicting their tight,
melodic sound will propel them to
similar stardom.
Check out their '91 debut,
"Soar," for surging guitars, yearn
ing melodies, and fun-to-sing, to
tally unintelligible lyrics.
"Clumsy" takes a darker turn lyri
cally but, lead singer Jason
Beebout says, "I seem to write lyr
ics a little better when I'm in a

darker mood...I guess when I'm
happy, I'm probably busy doing
something else that's making me
happy."
But the new album is far from
the woeful moping of, say,
Morrissey. The lyrical content
transcends self-pity, bringing an
almost uplifting feel to the music.
There's even an ode to a French
car thrown in for good measure.
"Clumsy" is a must for any selfrespecting music collector.
Bad Religion and Samiam will
be appearing at the Warfield in San
FwdscQ on
.v.v
A'A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
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Restaurant Review

Angelina's fails to impress pasta lover
CHRISTOPHER S. SHULTZ
Pacifican staff writer
It was a Friday night. We were
hungry. We were also between pay
checks, but figured we could splurge
on a fairly nice dinner. The determin
ing factors: the place had to accept
Visa and the food had to be good.
The advertisement in the Yellow
Pages said Angelina's Spaghetti House
has the "finest in Italian and Ameri
can cuisine." As Angelina's is in
downtown Stockton, we thought we
might have found one of those great
Mom and Pop places that doesn't
have an advertising budget but makes
consistently great food. We were
wrong.
Angelina's, tucked in behind
Eastland Plaza on Fremont Street (just
off Wilson) is definitely the place to
go for a hearty meal, but be prepared
for less-than-satisfied taste buds.
The decor in Angelina's is kind of
rustic and tries to be semi-classy Ital
ian. The result is kind of a hybrid of
Black Angus and Stockton Joe's. There
is lattice between the booths which
prevents seeing, if not hearing, one's
neighbors. Since we were discussing
"genius" and specifically whether

estrone soup, which was very good.
Karl Marx was a genius, we wished we
I ordered a spaghetti combination
had a little more privacy.
plate
($9.45) for my meal, with half
The place was packed with diners
pesto
sauce and half meatless red
who, if the bumper stickers in the
sauce.
Leah choose a full plate of
parking lot were any indication, prob
pesto spaghetti
ably favored Stock
($8.95). The large
ton City Council
portions of pasta
Angelina's
Restaurant
man Nick Rust's
1563 E. Fremont Street
had the potential
concealed weapons
Phone: (209) 948-6609
to be good, but
proposal. We as
Price Range (perperson): $7.00 -$15.00
the
flavors
sume these people
weren't
quite
would be inclined
right. The pesto
to hold Marx in less
was a bit too oily
M
than the highest es
T»
and lacked suffi
teem.
cient amounts of
1 =Avoid it, 2=Fair,
The bar at the
3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding
garlic
and basil,
front seemed a bit
ij
The
red
sauce
rowdy. Thankfully
without
meat
was
revolting.
It
tasted
we were seated in a back room away
more
like
barbe-que
sauce
than
from the bar but unfortunately close
marinara
sauce.
to the kitchen door and the salad bar.
All-pasta dinners start at just un
Many of the patrons had little kids
der
$10 and increase in price as one
running around.
adds more sauce options or roast beef.
Dinners at Angelina's range from
A full lasagna dinner with roast beef
about $8 to $15, depending on one's
tops out at $14.95. A full selection of
choice of meat and salad bar or soup.
beef sandwiches is available, as are
My friend Leah choose the salad bar
full portions of Top Sirloin and New
and noted that is was mainly a let
York steak, served with a side of pasta.
tuce and dressing operation, but with
Chicken saute is available for those
eight choices of dressing she was
who do not like beef.
somewhat satisfied. I chose the Min

r

Angelina's wine list left <
thing to be desired. Although
beled "Fine Wines," we
^
found
two chardonnays, two cabern, o:
ets.n
merlot, and a chianti. All
were ij
than three years old and all
be the glass only. We optJS
chianti, which was adequate if
1,1
stellar.
The service was prompt tofr
point of annoying. The garlicbr
(French bread with garlic powder;-,,'
kept full, but the server tried tot
Leah's plate three differenttiJ
when her fork was in her hand aher mouth was full.
We were astounded when the!
came to $30. We had beendecmt
by the menu into thinking we wot
have a very good meal. To pay J)
for a mediocre meal is not sometfe
we will do again.
If someone in your familyi:
roast beef fiend who likes to wash:
down with a little pasta, take him;
Angelina's. If you want a norma;
sized portion of really good |
join me and Leah in our nevera;
ing quest for the best pasta in S
ton. Send your suggestions to us:
The Pacifican.

Movie Review

Trapped in Dull-ville
JASON MCFAUL
Pacifican staff writer
My opinion of the movie
"Trapped in Paradise" is not one of a
high stature. It was long, boring, and
rarely comical. Over-acting, poor ed
iting, and filmic chaos turned this
movie into a comedic disaster that
disappointed me greatly.
In "Trapped In Paradise," Nicho
las Cage, Dana Carvey, and Jon Lovitz
are fraternal brothers who rob a bank
and wallow in mental anguish as they
attempt to "do the right thing" with
the money they have acquired. This
movie had good intentions, and I'm
sure it meant well, but it barely kept
my attention.
Picture this. I'm resting in the
lowest possible position in the movie
chair with my right leg on the chair
in front of me, and my left leg pressed
against it. I'm valiantly attempting to
rid my body of the horrendous cramp
in my rear that has developed as a
result of the lack of entertainment I
was presently witnessing.
As I repeatedly tried to avoid
yawning, I looked at my watch and

wishedIhad brought a flashlight and
some homework. Now I don't know
about you, but when I would rather
do homework than watch a movie,
something is wrong—something is
definitely wrong.
This movie could have been good
had it decided on its type of comedy.
It couldn't decide, however, between
a string of satiric jokes or a moderate
utilization of comedy in a drama. Be
cause of this indecision, the movie
was a mess.
I would like to state the fact that
these reviews are based on my opin
ion. Incidentally, I asked an older
couple who had watched the movie
about their reactions to it, and they
loved it. I cannot for the life of me
figure out why, but they loved it.
If I were you, I'd wait until you
can see "Trapped in Paradise" for free
at the campus movie theater. I don't
think this movie is worthy of a video
rental, andI definitely don't think it's
worthy of your dollars. Save your
money and spend it on something
else. This moving was slow, long, and
far from humorous.

• Books from this semester
• Books from previous semes'65
• Even books from other schools
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Ryko continues positive trend with greatest hits
packages by British popsters Elvis Costello, Nick Drake
\lthi
" i miiOEL SCHWITZER
WeMpacificcm staff writer

Over the last several years,
Rvkodisc has proven to be a music
l o i*c. fan 's best friend. The rereleasing of
Jdeqi
David Bowie's back catalog included
extra, previously unreleased tracks on
Prompt e a c h disk. Frank Zappa's titles were
he Wi
beautifully remastered and, when
(i
rl| cpt»jj possible, two shorter albums from the
'el J 'same period were paired on one disc.
' liferent f Ryko has always shown a true
1 her h
'devotee's ear for the artists they work
with.
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This trend has continued with the
revamping of Elvis Costello's back
catalogue. Bonus tracks have been
included on all the albums, and the
heavily bootlegged "Live from the El
Mocambo," an early Costello concert
has also been released. Digital remas
tering provides a sound quality that
is far superior to that on the original
eleases.
The tracks for "The Very Best of
his Costello and the Attractions"
were hand picked by Costello himself,
"it just around 80 minutes, this album
'rovides a great overview of the man
nd his music. He shows a skill for
vordplay on tracks like "Alison,"
'here he says, "I know you've been
lovin somebody; 1 only know it isn't
mine. "Radio, Radio" features biting
Ironic commentary on the state of
this medium that is still relevant tolay.

There is perhaps too much rep•tition from the first greatest hits
age, but the versions here are
Juperior thanks to the remastering
, rocess. Also, the inclusion of songs
rom albums after 1984 make this a
sr choice than the other package,
his collection is a nice start for
yone who has considered becom
ing„ a r w i t h t h e brilliant writing
f g rafted tunes of Costello.
} o is also to be commended for
, n ' S t r i b u t i o n of the Hannibal
tatalm! r 5 d e a s e o f the Nick Drake
al ;, ik ° W a v a ^ a ble are his origiInd tii U m S ' a r a r i t ies compilation,
9 Ri,, e s b e c t a c u lar collection "Way
e : A n Introduction to Nick

The music of Elvis Costello and the Attractions and Nick Drake are sub
jects for two new greatest hits albums.
Drake." The title is perfect for this
compilation, as most American listen
ers are likely to be unfamiliar with his
work.
Drake was an English singer/
songwriter who released three albums
between 1969 and 1972. He passed
away in 1974, at the age of 26. For
our benefit, his musical legacy lives
on. His style is highlighted by his
light, airy voice and delicate guitar
playing. The other instrumentation is
always subtle. Strings or brass,
stringed bass or piano, the accompa
niments add a rich texture to the
song, but it is always Drake's voice
and guitar that draw the listener in.
The one exception to this is the
song "Poor Boy," from 1970's "Bryter
Eayter." As I was listening to this track
1 found myself entranced by the ad
dition of a background singer that
reminded me of the one on Pink
Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon" A
quick check of the personnel on each
album revealed that Doris Troy in
deed sings on both. It is a treat to hear
her familiar voice in a different musi
cal setting. Her haunting vocals will
stay with you long after listening.
From the first listen, "Way to
Blue" invokes memories of Van
Morrison's 1967 masterpiece "Astral

ness

Weeks." The same sort of vocals, mu
sic and lyrics can be found in each.

Typical lyrics from Drake's "Northern
Sky:" "I never felt magic crazy as this,
I never saw moons knew the mean
ing of the sea, I never felt emotion in
the palm of my hand or felt sweet
breezes in the top of a tree. But now
you're here. Brighten my Northern
Sky."
Every line Drake writes has a simi
lar poetic feel. His lyrical mastery be
comes more apparent with each lis
tening.
Today's artists are rediscovering
Drake. His fans include Kate Bush,
Elton John, Lucinda Williams, the
Cure's Robert Smith, and Soul
Asylum's Dave Pirner. Listening to
this disc for the first time, 1 knew
nothing about Drake. From the first
moments, it was like making a great
discovery. It was as if these songs had
been sitting there waiting to be
found. Allow yourself to experience
this discovery by checking out "Way
to Blue: An Introduction to Nick
Drake."
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TLC returns in full force

PACIFICAN STAFF

TANISHA CARDEN
Pacifican staff writer

The Hip-hop trio known as TLC,
who exploded onto the music scene
with their double platinum debut al
bum, "Oooooooh...On The TLC Tip,"
are back with more to ooh about, a
new CD entitled, "CrazySexyCool."
"CrazySexyCool," not only de
scribes the personality traits of Lisa
"Left-Eye" Lopes, Rozonda "Chilli"
Thomas, and Tionne"T-Boz" Watkins,
but also is an excellent follow-up CD.
It has all of the unique qualities that
made
TLC's
debut
CD,
"Oooooooh...On The TLC Tip" so
powerful - the no-lies, straight-talk
ing take on relationships and a more
fully developed musical base.
From lusher ballads ("Red Light
Special") to tighter grooves ("Kick
Your Game") to "Creep," the first
single released from the CD, the songs
are all delivered with stronger, more
confident vocals by Watkins and Tho
mas.
"CrazySexyCool" picks up where
the group that introduced New Jill
Swing left off. Salt-N-Pepa may stand
tall in hip-hop circles for their fiercely
independent, pro-woman stance, and
Mary J. Blige can be hailed as the
queen of hip-hop soul, but TLC has
successfully combined comically
witty and intuitive lyrical direction
with the undeniable groove, swagger
and thump of urban life into one per
sona that is all TLC.

Photo by Pah Len

Lisa "Left-Eye" Lopes, Tionne "T-Boz" Watkins and Rozonda "Chili" Tho
mas make up the hip-hop group TLC.
Taking whatever direction they
feel comfortable with musically to
express themselves, "CrazySexyCool"
explores the way people relate to one
another. "Kick York Game," produced
by Jermaine Dupri (Da Brat, Kriss
Kross), is a jeep-knocking, blow by
blow about being picked up in a club.
"Waterfalls," produced by Organized
Noize (Outkast, Xscape), is a poi
gnant look at how a mother copes in
ternally with her son's drug dealing

and how AIDS has become relative
to us all.
The ballads "Red Light Special"
and "Let's Do It Again," produced by
Grammy Award-winning Kenneth
"Babyface" Edmonds (Toni Braxton,
Tevin Campbell) explore more sen
sual matters of the heart, while
"Switch," produced by Jermaine
Dupri, is an infectious fun cut that
picks up where "Creep" and "Kick
Your Game" leave off.

Neon media artist
featured in UOP Gallery

The Department of Dram
Dance will hold an audition3
shop and auditions for "•
Woods," the hit musical L 'n-t0'
Sondheim and James Lapine|
auditions will be held Mondavi
y'«
30, at 7 p.m.
Auditioners should prepar.
song from "Into The Woods" 0tl
musical. An accompanist will be
vided or auditioners may choosebring their own pianist.
Movement/Dance and read
auditions will be Wednesday, Fell
at 7 p.m. Participants should%
clothing appropriate for movent
Callbacks will be Thursday, Feb.2,
7 p.m and are by invitation only.
All auditions will be held ini
Long Theatre.
The audition workshop will
Friday, Jan. 27, from 7 p.m. to9f
in the Long Theatre. It is an oppon.
nity for auditioners to meet thee
recting staff, gain informational*
how auditions for "Into The Wood
will be conducted, and leamvaltf
strategies for securing a role. I
terested UOP students, faculty an
staff are encouraged to attendt
workshop and to audition fori'
musical.
"Into The Woods" willbediretlt
by UOP alumnus A1 Muller, withPr
fessor George Buckbee as musical!
rector
and
Nanci Mem®
aschoreographer. Performance d*
are April 27-29 and May 4-7.
Overnight perusal copies of w
script are available in the Di»
Building. For more information,
tact the Department of Drama!
Dance at 946-2116.
_—
LISA HITCHCOCK
Word Processor

PACIFICAN STAFF

• 10% Dbcouit to SudertJ
• Report*

The UOP Gallery is
hosting Karl Hauser's
neon light sculptures
through Dec. 18. A re
ception will be held for
the artist on Friday,
Dec. 9 from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. The public is in
vited and admission is
free.
Hauser's
neon
sculptures are primarily
an interplay within an
active context of de
sign, material, surface
and color. His works are not intellec
tually structured statements or art
theories, rather Hauser uses neon for
personal expression.
The UOP Gallery is located on the

• Accurate, Prcfetaiaral Documert*
• Fut Turnaround Time
• Resumt Preparation and Conaukation
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second floor of the McCaffrey Cen
ter, and is open Monday through Fri
day from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Satur
day and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5
P'm'
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5250 Claremont Avenue
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 472-3405
Fax: (209) 472-3450

lR
Thursday
Dec. 8

Union. Free. Bechtel Center. 7
p.m.

•
ON CAMPUS
L,<•intom of the Opera uckets are
Lailable for April 22, 1995. PerLmance at the Curran Theater
I, S.F. $20. Sign "ps now in
|le(:;iflrey Center Game Room.
Exhibition. Karl Hausers,
Kvon Light Sculptures. Free.
fiOP Gallery in McCaf frey Cen|er. 8 a.m.

'CilrJ Entrepreneur Club
Leber 101.12 Noon

meeting.

idav.J Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, 5 p.m. Chilese, German & Russian. 6 p.m.
tylill lechtel Center.

OflC[j
rail
Cultural Awareness.

Kwan/a
elebration co-sponsored by
(lie African-American Studen t

' us. Edward Get to, conductor.
Cathedral of the Annunciation,
Stockton. 8 p.m.

Color of Night playing at
McCaffrey, 8 p.m.

Color of Night playing

Hawaiian Club meeting.
McCaffrey Center Conf. Room.
9 p.m.

Friday
Dec. 9
ON CAMPUS
Last Day of Classes.
Art Reception. Karl Hausers.
Free. UOP Gallery McCaffrey
Center. 7 p.m.

at McCaffrey, 8 p.m.

Saturday
Dec. 10
OFF CAMPUS
Great American Train Show.
Over 10,000 model trains, oper
ating railroads, and railroad an
tiques. $5/adults. Santa Clara
Fairgrounds. Noon. Today and
tomorrow. For more info., (708)
834-0652.

Music. Christmas Choral Con
cert: Christmas at the Cathe
dral sung by Oriana Choir, Pa
cific Singers, & University Cho-

Sunday
Dec. 11
ON CAMPUS
The Ultimate Frisbee Club. Have
fun and play ultimate frisbee
with us. Faculty and staff are en
couraged to participate. Sunken
Field. 3 p.m. Every Sunday.

Monday
Dec. 12
ON CAMPUS
Finals Week
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open
to all students. McCaffrey Cen
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Suicide-Prevention Workshop.
$15/ students. $35/ adults. For
more info. 468-4960.

ON CAMPUS
Public Relations Student Society
of America meeting. Knoles Hall
210. 9 p.m.

Wednesday
Dec. 14
OFF CAMPUS
Chess Night. Blackwater Cafe,
912 N. Yosemite Ave., Stockton.
6 p.m.

Thursday
Dec. 15

n
9Jy!'" ah and Sarah
n
P' °n 1-95 South,

Fogleman, killed Dec. 12,1988 at
Brunswick, GA.

ever^'M t!|me y°ur friencl insists on driving drunk, do whats t° st°P him. Because if he kills innocent people,
hm-,'
h0* will you live with yourself?
fRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Friday
Dec. 16
No Scheduled Events.

Saturday
Dec. 17
TIGER HOME SPORTS

Tuesday
Dec. 13

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.

PACE 15

ON CAMPUS
Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, 5 p.m. Chi
nese, German & Russian. 6 p.m.
Bechtel Center.

Men s basketball vs. Oregon St
Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Dec. 20
ON CAMPUS
Used Book sale. Best buys oln
campus. Great selection. UOP li
brary. 11 a.m.

Thursday
Dec. 22
TIGER HOME SPORTS
Men s basketball vs. San Diego.
Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m.

Thursday
Dec. 29
TIGER IIOME SPORTS
Women s basketball vs. Gal State
Northridge. spanos Center. 7:30
p.m.

r

An internship is good way to learn about your
Lisa Rut'las is a correctional officer.

Photo by Damnka

desired career, and find out if it is really something
you would like to do. For some students, it is re

,

Not only is Matt Gilchrist working towards
business finance major at the University of the Pa
cific, he is also constantly on the phone to Wash
ington D.C., discovering which foreign companies
the U.S. is able to do business with.
Gilchrist is a staff auditor in the Internal Audit
department, for American Savings. He has been
working there since April 1994, and will continue
his job next semester for additional units.
"It has been such a positive and valuable expe
rience. I've learned quite a bit about auditing," he
said.
He spends 16 to 20 hours a week in the paid
position at American Savings.
Some people may think that interns are not
provided with a learning experience. This is not
true. Gilchrist performs many entry level duties
such as researching and auditing.
"I am treated as a regular full time staff em
ployee with no special treatment," he said.
Gilchrist started this position through his own
contacts and interests.
"Be assertive.If you don't understand, then ask.
If you feel like a paper pusher, then tell them that
you are there to learn," he said.
Gilchrist has proved to be a asset to American
Savings. He used some information he obtained in
the classroom to place American Savings on the list
of companies to which the U.S. is able to wire
money to. He said his actions saved American Sav
ings from the possibility of future fines.«
-

Lisa E. Ruelas, a junior Sociology majo
University of the Pacific, is carrying a

quired—check with your adviser. Regardless, the ex
perience is valuable.

well as a pile of books this fall.
Ruelas is a correctional officer at theSier
servation Center in Jamestown. Ruelas wor1

Internships at the University of the Pacific are

40 hours a week, and the position is paid
"I felt internships were a good way'

available to students who are not on academic pro

more about the institution and it provide

bation and are not freshman.

opportunities," said Ruelas.
The internship is demanding andch ^
and Ruelas is required to perform man)ta ^

Nine out often internships are successful, claims
jody Smith, associate director for Co-op. The suc
cess, of course, is determined by the student's en
thusiasm.

of them requires her to carry a f'rearnVj
assigned to different posts around the P"|j
Of course the demands don't

come*V

rewards. Ruelas also has learned abo
aspects of working in a prison.
"Inmates try to wind your

weak P0intsl
p

So what is the secret to a successful internship?

push your
buttons," she said.. „
J—
This is the first time Ruelas

"A key element to a successful internship is to

ternship inrougn
through me
the Co-op rprog
rernsmp
~ ra ' tart
first internship. In fact, Ruelas di n ^ 5M

but"01

at the prison as a result of an inj *e.^
jnton ^
® i
ready had the job, so she turne ^5
, uo0
jj p'ssP

plan ahead," said Smith.

For help in planning your internship, visit the
Co -op office in McConchie HalL....

*

take"

ship. Many students don't know
Ruelas offers this advice

to

possible, research the compare

it f t »
* • i • • » » <lt •- f ti.
•
v ^ Cv ^ i i i t > .«
.i
.»yay»V»\\\V .jtHV&VWbat

^
t()reyou

st'

. •• .
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lop fen List Tiger volunteers
Pick-up lines
at UOP
1 year ago (1993) In response
"Fulfilling the Promise" cam
•to3 the
I
paign, the J.M. Long Foundation
•awarded $300,000 to the School of
|pharmacy...A profile appear about
•swimmer Melissa Pugh. Melissa was
•trying to qualify for the nationals comIpetition and maintain her 3.6 GPA.
5 years ago (1989) Renovations
Ibegan on McCaffrey Center to add a
•food court, non-alcoholic bar and
Jstage
for
evening
student
•entertainment...SAE party shot down
•early. Seven guests hospitalized after
Itoo much to drink.
I 6 years ago (1988) Three
•months after Carl Miller resigned as
•athletic director the position remains
•unfilled. Head football coach Bob
•Cope is replaced...During the 1988-89
•school year, security or safety viola
tions included 32 auto burglaries, 122
•petty thefts, one assault with a deadly
•weapon and three sexually motivated
•assaults.
10 years (1984) Wally George
Jtxpressed his conservative beliefs to a
•packed crowd in Long Theater. He an
nounced his intention to run for presi
dent in 1988...After estimating the
•number of incoming students and
•computing tuition and expenditure in
creases, the Budget and Long Range
pnning committees made two prothe 1985-86 school year: a
liespQercent raise in faculty sala10 Percent increase in
iuition 2

bJSJLaiif

3g° (1979>

indents

diseasP ™ treatment for venereal
eported "Th0°?~Campus cases
Poke at tV, ^
Amazing Kreskin"
P°*e at the Conservatory

8 Urnh^f" a8° (1974) Dr. Ronald
fcK
waft associate professor of
pie dean nfr-AnP°mted acting associrr-Clifford Ha e?ectiveJan T 1975.
Ncvff

acting UOP

10. Do you want to see the
secret keg?
9.

8.

If God created the al
phabet, U and I would
have been together.

6.

Do you want a tour of
the house?

5.

4.

Are your feet tired? Be
cause you've been run
ning through my mind
all night long.
Haven't I seen you be
fore?

3.

Is your father a thief?
Because he stole the
stars and put them in
your eyes.

2.

Do you want to see my
fish tank?

T.

Don't worry...I'll walk
you home.

P°intment fnn!!
' made the aP"
y the r np '0wing recommeridation

pacedthe'End Zone.Ma11'

Do you want to see mv
y
loft?

7.

aca-

oWilannf. e,an's office a"d. COP
ttv Center f va. -.-Most of the Univerjnow, incl„d;aCllldes are in operation
frst floor a"?! u b°okstore, on the

I love your outfit, but it
would look so much
better on the floor.

WWch

Jlayapplvtni ago •! 1969) Students
faction of the6 extras during the proPnthonv Oni m°vie "RPM'" staring
WLockwood"' Ann~Sfargaret, and

Or jusT provide
The subject.

mpt

at thi r.? 11WU) tn an at:ord, Pacip
orld Hand Shaking
t°shake !nnnAdent Bil] KeIIy will
"°Ur Period in Sn
^"ds durin»a24"
an Francisco.
7q v
'StbefirsHVatern ?,(1924) Omega Phi
on camPus to have I
S)n 0nie
rhe house cost I
°'000.
7:

,he

Me your own lop Ten Lisl
like Carrie did This week!

I

Send your ideas
ToMacLean aT 946-2115.

OuesT Column
Compiled by Carrie Oulbransen

aid the homeless

BRAD ADORADOR
Pacifican guest writer
Being without a home, a decent
meal, and a good education is tragic
Many people from the UOP commu
nity are trying to remedy this situa
tion by volunteering their time to a
good cause.
Nobody ever thinks that it could
happen to them, but the fact of the
matter is that the plight of the home
less touches each and every one of our
lives.
Dave Brewer, director of the Saint
Mary's Interfaith Dining room, is
helping combat this situation by giv
ing people in need a place to eat, get
clean clothes, and learn some job
skills.
Brewer believes in helping those
who cannot help themselves. "I see
it everyday. People without any place
to live come to us in hopes of finding
a decent meal or a place to shower,"
said Brewer.
St. Mary's Interfaith Dining room
is not only a place where people can
receive nourishing meals, it also has
a Men's Center, Women and
Children's Center, a medical clinic, a
dental clinic, and an Outreach pro
gram.
All of the services are free, and
people can come back every day,
knowing that everyone in their fam
ily will be properly fed. Mrs. Hand, a
resource specialist and wife of Clifford
Hand, an associate Dean of UOP,
works everyday with the children!
She teaches them how to read, write
and make crafts.
"I really admire the dedication

T

H

from the teachers," said Hand. "We
feel so good about what we are doing
for the children."
St. Mary's Interfaith Dining room
has medical doctors and dentists who
volunteer their time to provide ad
equate health care for the homeless.
There are about 40 different doctors
and dentists who make up the rotat
ing staff. They can provide services
from teeth cleaning to surgery at no
charge.
Mrs. Kara Brewer, wife of David
Brewer, director of Planned Giving at
UOP, serves on the board of directors
at Saint Mary's Interfaith Dining
room and volunteers much of her
time providing assistance to the
needy. She helps out by giving cloth
ing and providing care for the chil
dren.
Mr. Brewer and I have always
tried to do our part in giving some
thing back to the community,"
Brewer said.
The Dining Room is funded solely'
by donations from individuals and
businesses. It was started in 1955 by
Mr. Alan McCoy, pastor of St. Mary's
Church. It receives support from
churches and temples of all faiths
around the county.
Ihe Service Fraternities on cam
pus have donated much of their time
to causes such as these. Many other
people within the UOP community
have volunteered to help out various
organizations in hopes of getting
people back on their feet. If you are
interested in volunteering for a par^
ticular cause, contact ASUOP or any
of the local outreach programs.

E
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[We ill help qou learn to urile for newspapers. you just need fo Pe motivated.)
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A closer look at RHA, the
Residence Hall Association
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer
The University of the Pacific has
many organizations and clubs that
are very similar, if not identical to or
ganizations you might have joined in
high school.
Most of us, however, didn't have
a Residence Hall Association in high
school, obviously because there
weren't any residence halls. But now
that you have become a college stu
dent you should be aware that orga
nizations such as this exist, after all,
ten dollars of your housing fee goes
to RHA.
Becoming part of RHA "gives you
an opportunity to voice your opin
ions. l he students voices are very im
portant and RHA can be a strong body
for that," said Katie Hildebrand, ex
ecutive advisor of the RHA.
RHA is made up of representatives
from the different residence halls
within the university. Together they
deal with campus and residence hall
issues.
Their purpose, according to their
constitution is: "to promote the in
terests of the university and of all the
Apartments and Residence Halls rep

resented. To foster better communi
cation and interaction among Resi
dence Halls; to serve as a sounding
board and information source; and to
coordinate activities and resources.
In order to deal with each issue,
problem or proposal, RHA is broken
down into three committees: Issues,
Programming/Education,
and
Fundraising.
The purpose of the Programming/
Education committee is to provide
programs that will be of educational
value to students. "As a committee we
are in charge of running programs
that are open to all halls, like last
week's Treasure Hunt," said RHA sec
retary Christy Young.
The Fundraising committee is in
charge of organizing and executing
fund-raisers for RHA.
The Issues Committee deals with
campus and issues within the halls
and tries to find solutions that will
satisfy the community in a positive
way.
To become a member of R.H.A
you must be elected or appointed a
community council representative.
To become an executive officer you
must participate in an election, which
takes place in the spring.

From the Chiefs desk
Bob Calaway

Testimonial evidence
In a court of law, most of the evi
dence presented to a jury is verbal
testimony—what a witness says un
der oath. The witness must be com
petent, and must have some relevant
knowledge about the crime. The wit
ness must be old enough, and men
tally capable to tell the truth.
The witness is limited to giving
testimony about facts he or she actu
ally experienced. A witness may not
give opinions about the facts, al
though there are exceptions to this
rule. When the facts are beyond the
general knowledge of the jury, an ex
pert witness is permitted to give an
Opinion about the interpretation of
an existing fact. Expert witnesses are
usually called in for information re
garding fingerprinting, ballistics,
medicine, psychiatry, and now even
DNA.
For example, let us imagine a
court case about a fictitious shooting
between two members of a gang in
South Central Los Angeles. A police
officer is permitted to testify as an

expert witness on the "social cus
toms" and "methods of operation" of
gangs in the area. The judge allowed
the testimony because the officer had
six years of experience working in
South Central with gangs.
In a second example, a person is
the victim of physical abuse. An emer
gency room nurse who treated the
victim is allowed to testify as an ex
pert witness. The nurse could testify,
it appeared to her that the victim had
been beaten."
With sex crimes and child abuse,
case law becomes rather confusing.
First, unless the scientific basis for
diagnostic tests passes scrutiny, an
expert may not testify that the vic
tim received injury or abuse. Second,
expert testimony can be used to ar
gue that a witness lied. The judge will
allow this type of testimony only if
there is no connection with the vic
tim.
Any questions should be for
warded to Bob Calaway, Director of
Public Safety, at 946-3034.

What's GUP
KATEY FOSS
Pacifican guest writer
In 1990, two young men from
Stockton were attending college in
Santa Barbara, the volleyball capital
of the world. They both became
quite good at the sport and decided
to enter a tournament.
In order to intimidate oppo
nents and appear as if they were
sponsored, they made up their own
logo and screened 12 shirts—one for
each of them and another ten to sell.
They lost the tournament but sold
the shirts. That's how GUPWEAR
came to be.
Chances are, if you've been to
Sherwood Mall in the last few weeks,
you've spotted the new GUPWEAR
outlet. Matt Miller, 24, a graduate of
Tokay High School, and Sean
Guthrie, 26, a graduate of Lodi High
School, run the business.
At first, Miller says, the idea was
a joke. We thought of it one night
when we were drunk, and all of our
friends laughed at us." But people
bought the shirts. Miller and
Guthrie realized it was a good way
to make money. "Beer money,"
Miller admits.
I hey took Guthrie's nickname
since childhood, "Gup," to create
the company's name. Miller de

signed their logo, a fish with a
leyball and an attitude.
Only after orders and sales
gan to grow did Miller and Gut
begin to take the idea seriouslyborrowed money from each oft
mothers and began mass pro*
tion. GUPWEAR now sells all'
California and beyond.
What began as "beer rnone}
calated into a small enterp
promising to grow into a majo
ness. Miller and Guthrie, as co
students, decided what tyP
clothes they would sell to th
temporaries.
h
GUPWEAR sells 1-*
sweatshirts,
hats, warm
bags, even scrunchees, ana
lot of flannel.
. <
"Our target audience
men and women, from a
to about age 50," says Milk*
styles range from sirnp'U
casual people,
peopie, to
^ outrage
~
people who want to be
s
Volleyball teams at some ^
ton high schools, as we
College, are «?* p^p
GUPWEAR. In fact, the
a Bumps," the women s n
volleyball champions tn»
here at UOP, wore m
GUPWEAR T-shirts at tr
nor 4.
shorts,

Muir papers, helpful people in library
LESLEY FUJII
Pacifican

guest writer

Suppose you have an assignment.
Maybe it's a paper on environmental
ist John

Muir's personal thoughts and

secret strategies as he fought, unsuc
cessfully, against the construction of

the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir.
Perhaps you need to compile a
photo account of the Afaskan gold
rush from 1898 to 1905 in the Yukon
Territory, featuring Stockton's Miller
family. Or it could be on the impact
of World War II on the University and
the surrounding community as re
flected in the Pacifican.
You need to come up with some
thing dazzling because you've been
in love since the week before mid
terms and it's been hard on your
grades. You're in a dither because the
end of the semester is less than a
month away.
Don't sweat it. The resources you
need are right under your nose. At the
Main Library, first floor, you can find
the Holt-Atherton department of spe
cial collections.

The largest single group of Special
Collection users are undergraduates.
Almost as many users are professors.
Many people are preparing to publish
books, pamphlets or thesis papers.
Off-campus researchers are also welcome.
Special collections offer materials
that can't be found elsewhere: old
and rare books, unpublished personal
letters and diaries of pioneer families,
historic photographs. These are pri
mary research sources, mostly relat
ing to the west and San Joaquin
County. There are also new works and
supporting resources to help under
stand the manuscript collections.
Not only are the resources you
need in the Holt-Atherton library, but
the friendly help and service you
need is there too.
"A person doesn't have to face it
alone. We're very much one-onone," said Special Collections depart

SONY
Trinitron
KV-20M10
• 20" Trinitron Tube
• A/V Window
• Channel Guide
• Sleep Timer
• Earphone Jack

L

ment head Daryl Morrison. "Further
more, when someone comes to HA, a
staff person will lead them to things
they wouldn't find on their own."
\ou'll be greeted by Morrison or
another staff person. After filling out
a brief form to find out what you
need, and why, the staff member will
quickly find you something to start
working on, and then keep looking
for other sources.
You're asked to sign out each item
as you use it. To work on the items at
home, just ask to have them photo
copied. ( There is a charge for photo
copies.) If you wish to return the next
day, you can ask for you material to

J]
SONY

Have an idea for o feature arbcle?
The articles on Gupuiear and Itie library Special
Colleclions mere submifled by inleresled
people uihopul fingers lobeyboard.

SONY

Stereo Walkman'
WM-EX103

Telephone
IT-B3

• Mega BasS®
• Auto Reverse
• Anti-Rolling Mceh.
• Metal Tape
• Auto Volume 1 jmiter

• 10 Number Speed Dial
• Redial
• Ringer Volume Control

• Wall-mountablc
Sale

J

Panasonic

Falcon 7x35

VHS-VCR
PV-240I

Binoculars
with case and strap

Coll MocLeon Rood
at 946-2115mitti anu ideas.

SONY,

—1
•

Bushnell

be held until you come back.
"Hardly a day goes by without a
call from a publisher, editor or author
inquiring about photographs for their
publications," said Morrison.
The largest single group of Spe
cial Collection users are undergradu
ates. Almost as many users are pro
fessors. Many people are preparing to
publish books, pamphlets or thesis
papers. Off-campus researchers are
also welcome.
For more information, you can
contact the Holt-Atherton librarv at
946-2404.

$19995

• 181 Channel Cahle Compatible Tuner
• Digital Auto Tracking
• Simple Remote w/Program Director™

• 1-Month/8-Program Timer

5

Minute Enlargements
the petfect gift!

Make your .own enlargements in just 5 minutes with our
Kodak Create-A-Print Enlargement Center.
All you need is a favorite 35mm negative.
Enlargements start at just $4.95!

Gluskin's Cameras Audio Video
Under the "L" in Lincoln Center (Pacific & Ben Holt. 1.5 miles north of campus)
Monday-Friday 9:30-6:00. Saturday 9:30-5:30 • 477-5566

Dec. 8, 1 994

CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED
House-Mate Wanted: Professional women
seeks responsible student to share large 3
bedroom house within 1 block of UOP. Full
privileges including kitchen, laundry, and
garage. $325/mo + sec. (all utilities paid).
Call: 942-1226 (leave message).

FOR RENT:
!

ROOMATE WANTED: Looking for a
roomate to share a 2 bedroom house with
full priviledges including kitchen, bath, and
laundry. S300/mo. + utilities. Call or leave
message 473-7519 / 477-9107. Must See!

SONY 5-DISC CD, RECEIVER, CASS 2 REAL
ISTIC SPEAKERS. $200 OBO FOR ALL OR
SOLD SEPARATE. CALL FRED 462-4603.
OSTER JUICE EXTRACTOR $25 OBO. CALL
"FRED 462-4603.

Only $1,523-68. Or about $29. a month.

Macintosh' Performa"
578 8/320,14"Sony Trinitron Display
AfpleDesign Keyboard and mouse.

Only $2,590.91. Or about $49. a mouth.

Macintosh' Performa*
6115 8/350 u itb CD-ROM. Multiple Scan 15 Displa
AppleDesign Keyboard and mouse.

Only $3671.59. Or about $70. a month.

Power Macintosh"
8100/80 8/500. Apple' Multiple Scan 17Display,
AppleDesign* Keyboard and mouse.

Dominos Pizza is now hiring: We oner nexible hours, cash paid daily & many oppor
tunities for advancement. Day & evening
positions available. Cat) us 952-3030.
Wells Fargo Guard Services seeks guards,
$5/hour, flexible hours. Contact Quinta
Robinson, 110 N. San Joaquin, 943-3356.
Eric and Linda Wong seek tutor of various
subjects for 6th Grader, $10/hour, Mondays
after 3pm. Call 477-6624.
Frank Tomek seeks intro to Analysis tutor,
JlO/hour, 1 hour/week. Call Home: 9515078 pr. Work: 948-7656.
Avis Rent-a-Car seeks airport agents, week
ends, $5.50. Contact Brandy or Arlindo at
982-4325.
For more information call the Career Cen
ter in McConchie Hall at 946-2361.

Did You Know...

When Y0ll

Plasma Is an essential fluid of life and there Is
an on-going need for good quality plasma.

donate

Plasma-based medicines save thousands of
lives, some right here In our community.

Plasma

Just a few hours of your time each month can
help make the difference in someone's life.
Miles compensates you each time you donate
Depending on how often you donate, you can
receive up to $135 a month!
Miles is seeking STUOENTS and others to
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
lives while you earn!

For more
informtion call:

248 East Church Street
Stockton. CA 95203
(209) 465-0264

Y°u

Save

LiVfj

While

Earning
Money!
Miles I tic;
tie donor
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Now that you are on your own...
•,vJ«

You need a family DENTIST you can call your own
and get the regular checkups without having to
wait until vacations or breaks. More importantly, it
will feel just like home—or even better. We do:

""I Wishes do come true!

• RteJSmancl General Dentls"y
:gg^Porceta. Veneers

• UtoravSrru2niS?'e

•
•

Sometimes you have to be careful what you wish for just in case it
comes true. Ihis has become evident for a majority of Northern
California's ski resorts whose wishes came true this season.

Snow Report
Alpine Meadows received more than 18 inches of new snow since
Sunday. Eleven lifts are operating on an 91- to 130-inch base All facili
ties at Alpine Meadows are open. No snowboarding.

2 Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH
One Coupon per Person• No purchase necessary • Expires 12-1-94

Lester H. Low, DDS

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association

Call NOW for your preferred appointment
Member: AmericanDental Association.
California Dental Association,
San Joaquin DentalSociety

Badger Pass is open for weekends only until Dec. 17. No infor
mation concerning snow conditions was available.

Boreal is offering 38 runs on 90 percent of its terrain. Six lifts are
open and surface conditions are machine groomed and packed powder.

Member; Pacific Atliletic Foundation,
UOP School of Dentistry Alumni Association

7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

Dodge Ridge is reporting a 30- to 36-inch base. Seven lifts are in
and a11 runs are open with machine groomed and skier packed

|

474-3333

wears your own label.

Bear Valley has received nearly a foot of snow this week. Bear's
base is 50 inches at the lodge and 53 inches at the top of the mountain
Seven lifts are running servicing 70 percent of the skiable terrain.
I
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We value good communication—all concerns that you have wflbe answered.

Winter doesn't officially begin until Dec. 22 and already resorts are
seeing some record snow packs. Official's at Donner Summit announced
last week a record breaking snow pack of 77-inches. The previous record
of 66 inches was set in the winter of 1951-52. In an average year Donner
Summit's snow pack is about 46 inches.
Many local resorts have a measured snow pack of seven to ten feet on
their summits. This is not an unusual amount of snow, but it is uncom
mon for this early in the season.

* Customized Cosmetic Evaluation
.

Free Classes

Diamond Peak is operating seven lifts. Ninety percent of the skiable terrain is accessible.
mn r?nner
Ranch is in full operation. No information on snow
conditions was available
p r i H n 6 a c c e s s i b l e t o skiers only from the California side, is opHeiv'iVT
°n dle Nevada side and seven lifts on the California side.
np,t; y fs a 36~to 75-inch base and has received 24- to 48-inches of
| new snow this week.
Homewood is in full operation on weekends only until Dec. 10.
exr^rfkWOi°d has a base of 60
except for chairs seven and nine.

to 108

inches.

All lifts are operating

condiHftllStar *S °Perating eight lifts and all runs are open. Surface
Northst°nS af-e macb*ne groomed, pack powder and fresh powder,
inches ^ rece*ved 12 inches earlier this week and has a base of 60 to 98
rainiso ^ lt- 'a^°e is fully operational and 100 percent of the terlifts ;m >)en w'th machine groomed, skier packed and fresh powder. Eight
currently running servicing 44 runs.

$29 skiing, too, at Morthstar-at-Tahoc
Bring the coupon below & a valid
college student, I.D. to Northstar's
Activity Center - for a $29 all-day lift
ticket.*(regular .$42)
Valid Siln-lAi, excluding Dec 25-Jan t;

•J;in 11-11>; Feb 1S-20
1 express lifts—t.lie most express lifts
at Talioe!
(less time in line—more time on the slopes!)

to 12o"nVt

i

Val,ey bas eighteen lifts in operation. Squaw's base is 84
* cnes of powder and packed powder.

' servicina 5^;>W' 's

reporting

a 60- to 84-inch base with seven chairs

c°nditio?e

's °Pcn on weekends only until Dec. 16. Surface
til inchn S ?re macbine groomed with a base of 60 to
icnes- No snowboarding.

Snovv

Trivia

hosted the Wj'1 California ski resort has
inter Olympic Games
hosted th" vm aHey< Northeast of Lake Tahoe,
HI Winter Olympic Game in1960.
RQvy
"^Fdnesday m 6 TCt
kest estilT»ate of conditions as of
r
A calling the ?
Updated ski information is available
- '" undance Sports snow line at 477-6789.

2.000 acres of runs pins special
terrain features for skiing & snowboarding.
^

(it) runs and lots of tree skiing
on the Backside!

CALL
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NCAA Football 1st Team All-Americans
OFFENSE:WR-Michael Westbrook, Colorado, Sr; Jack Jackson,
Florida, Jr. TE-Kyle Brady, Penn State, Sr. LINE-Zach Wiegert, Nebraska,
Sr; Tony Boselli, USC, Sr; Korey Stringer, Ohio St; Jr; Reuben Brown,
Pittsburgh, Sr. C-Cory Raymer, Wisconsin, Sr. QB-Eric Zeier, Georgia,
Sr. RB-Rashaan Salaam, Colorado, Jr; Ki-Jana Carter, Penn State, Jr. KMichael Proctor, Alabama, Jr.

DEFENSE: LINE-Derrick Brooks, Florida State, Sr, Warren
Sapp, Miami, Jr; Luther Elliss, Utah, Jr; Iedy Bruschi, Arizona, Jr;
Simeon Rice, Illinois, Jr. LB-Dana Howard, Illinois, Sr, Ed Stewart,
Nebraska, Sr; Zach Thomas, Texas Tech, Jr. B-Bobby Taylor, Notre
Dame, Jr; Clifton Abraham, Florida State, Sr; Iony Bouie, Arizona, Sr. P-Todd Sauerbrun, West Virginia, Sr.
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How to make the
most of a VERY
quick study break:
1. Suddenly you're attacked by
the Screaming
Munchies.
2. Pick up the
phone, call
Domino's Pizza .
3. Order. 4. We'll
deliver your hot, fresh
pizza right to you.
5. Devour pizza.
(CAUTION: If you hit the books
too soon after eating, you could
get head cramps).

Ifs the
night before the big
exam. You've
got 400 pages
to go.
Better call
Domino's.
(/>
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HOURS:
SUN.-THURS. 11AM-MIDNIGHT
FRI. & SAT. 11AM-1AM
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UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC STUDENT SPECIALS

10 BUFFALO WINGS
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY PIZZA.
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Coupon not valid with any other oiler

] c"" COUp°" 0n'v Val,a a' participating
T,pr-"„T'
stores
only Puces
may vary Customer pays sales la*
where appl,cable Our dr.vers carry less, than S.'O 00
Cash value 120c ©igga Domino s Purya Inc
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WITH 1 TOPPING
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FREE DELIVERY
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Faculty Profile

Professor Glen Albaugh helps
pro, amateur athletes with
mental training techniques
LEE C A R L A N D E R
Pacifican guest writer

lific center Uean severson prepares for a face-off against UC Davis. UOP
|\ited Davis for the second time this season 7-4.

Hard hits, a lot of fun
TRICK G E R I G K

" ^cifican guest writer
If you are looking for sports and
Itertainment, the University of the
rific ice hockey team will not disoint you.
Spectacular goals, incredible hits,
i a lot of fun best describe the Ti
ps ice hockey squad.
"It's the most exciting UOP fan
brt," senior Dean Severson said.
Ian is in his third season and plays
pter on the hockey team.
Ice hockey is simply a club sport
I UOP, but it does not lack exciteFnt.
It's a hard hitting game,"
person said. "But I want to have fun
nile I'm playing."
I There are 20 players on the team,
pding one woman. All of the play|^aid they just want to have a good
I J^e UOP Ice hockey club is in its
P 7ear- ''layers do not have to be
"enced to get a chance on the
however, ice hockey is an expenoutPUnome' Each P,ayer spends
1 »w0 on equipment. They also
• w for ice time at the Oak Park
f Arena ln Stockton.
fnr

0 t'c^et sa'es

barely cover the
captain Jed
need more support."
Uo p '
rt[)ay. 1'11'|)rovec' to 5-4 after defeatSaturday ^^ard-hitting match
!Ss-^

e'" team

-uncjC'Et|S ^eU ^ms picked up a re1"

hast n m-the first Period and
»the firct 3Vis 8oa'ie Brian Ouchi
toriute ]a
°f the 8ame- °n'y a
avis
Vth a cin, r
answered back
sneakin8 into the
'acificgoai
With f*
'°d Pacifj '7e m'nutes left in the pe'0rk as lavSr?0Wer PIay unit went to
IQs
n<
m "ovePo scored
^corea only sec^s intn
into th
2d lead in? Plnalty* Pacific carried
Vers obspr,° L ? 2nd' but as many
ed Pacific looked slow.
'ey wer„
'% after n? .takin8 the game seri• their'first Win Aver Davis

two weeks earlier.
As the second period began it was
apparent that the Pacific defense
wanted to rack up some points. It be
gan with a coast to coast rush from
Pacific's Kyle Ryan. He single
handedly skated through the Davis
team to put the puck into top of the
goal.. Rich Burnett put in another
goal for Pacific at 5 :11 with the as
sists coming from Sims and Covello.
A late goal from Davis made the score
4 to 2 entering the third period.
Pacific had a penalty filled third
period, but their special teams played
very well. Things looked bad when
Davis had a 5 on 3 power play but
Sims picked up a clearing pass from
Ryan and beat the Davis goalie for his
second shorthanded goal of the game.
The final goal was scored by Tony
Delucchi to make the score 7 to 4.
Pacific got into their physical
game in the third period and started
laying out Davis players.
The best hit of the season came
from Covello as he put a Davis player
over the boards and out of the rink.
"It was the most devastating hit I
have ever seen in hockey," said Pa
cific goalie Joe Kochetta.
The Pacific Ice Hockey team now
takes time off for finals and Christ
mas break. The second half of the sea
son opens with UOP hosting Fresno
State on January 28.
Although the season is over for
most of the team, four of Pacific's
players have one game left. It was
announced last week that the first
ever Pacific Collegiate Hockey Asso
ciation All Star Game will take place
on December 14 in the Great West
ern Forum. The game will part of the
Hockey for Homeless celebrity hockey
tournament.
Four players from Pacific were
named to the P.C.H.A. All Star Team,
center Rich Burnett, center Jed Sims,
defensemen Jay Covello7 and left
wing Matt Kartozian.
For information on Pacific Ice Hockey call
(209) 952-2253.UOP hockey player Matt
-Kartozian- contributed to-this-article-

Attitude. Control. Confidence.
Concentration. Trust. Motivation.
These are a few of the terms that UOP
Professor Glen Albaugh instills in
more than 20 professional golfers and
a number of University of the Pacific
students and student-athletes.
Albaugh has developed a mental
training routine for athletes in all
sports. Albaugh worked with Bill
Walsh and the San Francisco 49er's

Albaugh worked with Bill
Walsh and the San
Francisco 49er's coaching
staff during Walsh's last
five years as the 49ers
head coach.

Photo by Darren M. Antonovkh

Prof. Glen Albaugh
coaching staff during Walsh's last five
years as the 49ers head coach.
Of the 20 professional golfers
Albaugh works with, one is currently
participating on the prestigious Pro
fessional Golfer's Association Tour.
Albaugh has worked with at least one
top money winner since he started
helping golfers with their mental
preparation.
Albaugh is quick to point out that
it is just as satisfying to work with
amateur athletes as it is to work with
professional athletes.
Albaugh uses the same mental
training techniques for amateur, pro
fessional and college level athletes
and enjoys working with studentathletes at UOP.
"It is certainly stimulating to still
be able to work with athletes who are
at a high level of competition,"
Albaugh said. "I am just as excited
and sometimes more excited to work
with athletes who play different
sports and play at various levels of
competition."
The "concentration routine" is
something that is specific to an

"You draw a circle of
what's in your control and
then practice it. You
practice the mental skills.
You imagine yourself
making a great play."
athlete's sport and it tends to vary
form
person
to
person.
"You draw a circle of what's in your
control and then practice it. You prac
tice the mental skills. You imagine
yourself making a great play. That's
how you learn to perform more con
sistently. You have to develop a con
centration routine specific to your
sport," Albaugh told The Record.
Identifying a circle of control is the
key to the "concentration routine."
Understanding that attitude, confi
dence and motivation are all a matter
of choice is s simple tip that can ap
ply to everyone.
"It's a matter of doing ordinary
things to achieve extraordinary re
sults," Albaugh said.

Basketball
continued from page 24

75-63 at the 2:15 mark but poor,
rushed passing allowed Cal to con
tinuously answer back. Cal's sopho
more guard Randy Duck dished in 20
points, including three 3-pointers,
gave the Bears the spark they needed.
Two bright spots for the Tigers
came from backups Corey Anders and
Rayne- Mahaffey, Anders, a junior

guard, made 8-of-ll shots from the
field for 17 points in a reserve role.
Mahaffey, a redshirt freshman, con
nected for nine points off the bench.
Pacific's next challenge will be at
home against yet another Pac-10
team. The Tigers will shoot it out with
the Oregon State Beavers Saturday,
Dec. 17 at the Spanos Center. Tip off
time is 7:30 p.m.
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Mpns Basketball

Tigers fall prey to Bea
GEOFF GOODMAN

Pacifican s t a f f writer

UOP's basketball team got their
first taste of big time basketball last
Saturday night when they traveled to
Berkeley to face the Cal Bears at
Harmon Gym.
Facing a perennial Pac-10 con
tender in the Bears, Pacific literally
was out of their league. Cal was sim
ply to fast and had too many weap
ons en route to a decisive 85-66 vic
tory.
Once again, Pacific (1-2) struggled
in the first half and trailed 50-27 at
the intermission. UOP did manage to
shoot 41% from the field during the
half but Cal's dominant ball control
left the Tigers playing defense for
most of the 20 minute half. Turnovers
canceled Pacific's opportunities to
show their half court game and cost
the team the crucial first half points
that would have announced their
presence with authority.
"We've played exactly the same
way for three games now," coach Bob
Thomason said. "We have not played
a first half yet that's worth a darn."
Gaines against elite teams like Cal
should prepare the Tigers for Big West
competition in January. Pacific will
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Robyti Shmitts 18 kills against U.C Santa Barbara guided UOP to a 5-set victory.
The Tigers battle Ohio State tomorrow in the semifinals of the NCAA regionals.

Tigers outlast UCSB to
claim third round ticket
GINA VISAYA
Pacifican staff writer
UOP's women's volleyball team
continues its quest for the NCAA
crown after winning against UC Santa
Barbara in the second round of the
NCAA volleyball tournament last Sat
urday.
The five-game victory at the
Spanos Center propels the Tigers to
the Northwest Regional semifinals at
Long Beach, where 1 lth-ranked UOP
will play the Ohio State Buckeyes.
The 15-13, 18-16, 9-15, 10-15, 153 win marked Pacific's third straight
victory over the Gauchos and im
proved the Tigers' record to 23-6.
Despite an astounding 114-dig
performance, the Gauchos were un
able to contain Pacific's offensive fire
power and finally wilted in the final
game.
Junior outside-hitter Dominique
Benton-Bozman erupted to lead the
Tigers with 36 kills, while All-American Charlotte Johansson added 18

kills and 22 digs. Robyn Shmitt also
had a double-double with 18 kills and
12 digs. Junior Rebecca Downey, who
subbed for injured middle blocker
Addie Hauschild, provided an added
lift with 14 kills, 14 digs, and eight
blocks.
UCSB had a chance to take the
match after rallying in the third and
fourth games, but UOP answered
back with Benton-Bozman, who came
through in the clutch.
"We were struggling with our
passing," UOP Coach John Dunning
told the Record. "Dominique has
been getting better the last two weeks
and we figured we should set her in
Game 5. And when the whole bench
is screaming at our setter, 'Set Domi
nique," we had to do it."
The outing concluded not only a
three-game sweep over UCSB in the
season, but also notched a 3-0 record
against the Gauchos in NCAA tour
nament play.
The Tigers will battle Ohio State,
tomorrow in Long Beach.

Vanderbilt and Oregon Stat
6
conference play begins.
UOP must learn from gap
these to hone their skills f0I
games.
"People say we're a y0Ul,
and it's too difficult a schedi
what we're trying to do is pre[
guys for league play and for
ture," Thomason said. "On
start playing teams like that,
future, it's not as big a deal."
The Tigers need to learn
adjust to full court pressure
tablish an inside game. Cal
tently trapped guard Adamja
forcing him to dish it off to tl
man. This resulted in a balanc
ing effort but nullified the ch;
anyone getting in a shooting
Besides Cal's blazing speei
fast break, the squad had ths
tion to remain poised and 1
ball out to shooting guards wl
necessary. The Bears consi
slowed things down on disor
fast breaks and would take a
onds to design a play. That
difference.
Pacific threatened at 4:4'
the second period as they tra
57. T he Tigers narrowed thf

See Basketball

Swimming

Pacific swimmers qualil
for NCAA championshi
GEOFFREY GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
UOP continued their aquatic
prominence last week after a heralded
performance in the Long Beach
Speedo Cup Invitational.
The two day event pitted 19
schools against one another to deter
mine who would qualify for the
NCAA championships.
In men's action Brad Schumacher
captured three first place finishes to
lead Pacific to third place overall. His
time of 1:36.16 in the 200-yard
freestyle set a UOP record and quali
fied him for the NCAA meet. This
time also established the fastest time
in the nation during the year.
Schumacher also took first place in
the 100-yard freestyle in 44.56.
Ihe relay team of Schumacher,
Jim Wyles, Tedder Stevenson and Ken
Olofsen captured second place in the
400- and 800-yard freestyle relays.
Women's action was dominated
yet again by Liesl Kolbisen. The fresh
man set a school record in the 100-

yard fly, taking second placei
shattering Melissa Pugh srec
second and a half. Kolbise
ming

with

teammates

DaLonzo, Jenny Wickh
Maggie Phillips, also se
mark during the head leg0
yard relay. Kolbisen's tin10
qualifies as an NCAA cor
Kolbisen became the: firs
UOP history to quai'ty1"'n
Championships after
100-yard freestyle in 4* ,
The Big West champi
place Feb. 23 and 24 in ^

Accolades
Hockey
Boml HalcHps

